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of their superior tool. On this central stand
the band could play, groups of young people
could sing, the balladist or clown—all could
find an audience who desired to. The idea
that
fairs are simply to amuse is absurd, and
PAW PAW. those who cater only to that side of weak
GLIDDEN,
human nature are notfitleaders for so large
THE DIFFERENCE.
a class who only learn by imitation.

Two little words were adrift
In the boundless space of time. •
One was gloomy, chill, and harsh;
The other was soft and kind.
The kind word went to the poor man's door;
It entered his lonely cot;
It left a peace and gladness there
That brightened the humble spot.
It entered a prison cell;
It spoke to the convict there;
It eased the load on his troubled soul,
And lightened his dull despair.
The kind word came to a sinning soul,
And whispered in accents sweet,
'Till the weary one, with repentant heart,
Laid her sins at her Savior's feet.
It entered the palace and cot,
The darkened and sad sick room;
And whenever it went its presence bright
Dispersed the chill and gloom.
The harsh word went on its gloomy way,
Through palace, and prison, and cot,
And wherever it passed it left a spell
That was never—no, never—forgot.
It darkened the convict's soul
With the blackness of mad despair;
It hardened the woman's sin-Btained heart,
As its venom entered there.
Two words camefloatingin
To the Great White Judgment Throne,
And sentence was passed on them, then and there:
They were judged by their deeds alone.
Each day of our moral lives
We are sending our words afloat.
Shall they happiness, gladness, and joy increase,
Or sin and sorrow promote ?

Commercial Fertilizers.

Manufactured products find a ready sale.
There is steady employment for industrious
persons everywhere. Everything favors a
steady and large consumption of agricultural
products, so that for the next six months, at
least, the farmer can be assured of paying
prices for every marketable commodity.
The peculiar feature of this improvement
in prices is that while all farm products
have steadily advanced,. articles of domestic
use have remained nearly the same as last
year, thus giving the farmer the advantage of buying cheap and selling dear — a
shifting of sides that has too long been
delayed. For several years farm products
have been below a paying basis. Many
needed improvements have been waiting " the good time coming." Only
by the utmost economy bave the incomes balanced the expenses of the year.
In this happy turn of affairs farmers should
pay debts as fast as posible and refrain from
entering into any new engagements to pay
until old scores are all settled. A comparison of the prices of this fall and the last will
show a large advance. Grain and hogs are
fully 50 per cent, higher; potatoes, more
than 100 per cent.; beef cattle, 25 per cent.;
beans, nearly 200 per cent.; lard, 100 per
cent,; butter, 50 per cent.; eggs, 30 per cent.;
apples, 100 per cent.; hay, 25 per cent. The
average advance on the above is 74 per cent.
The larger income will be for grain and hogs,
and it is safe to place the average value of
the farms of Michigan at 50 per cent, above
the range of last year's prices. This is a
cheerful outlook for farmers, and it will
have a tendency to stimulate all business
enterprises, for the farmer's prosperity is the
gauge of national prosperity.

jYour SUBSCRIPTION
(will Expire with No.
The earliest agitator in the matter observed two years ago, when traveling in Sicily,
that the laboring classes there live healthily
and work well upon a vegetable diet, the
staple article of wbich is bread made of
well-ground wheat meal. Nor are the Sicilians by any means the only people so supported. " The Hindus of the northwestern
Province can walk 50 or 60 miles a day with
no other food than 'chapatties,' made of the
wholemeal, with a little 'ghee,' or Galam
butter." Turkish and Arab porters, capable
of carrying burdens of from 400 to 600
pounds, live on bread only, with the occasional addition of fruit ana vegetables. The
Spartans and Bomans of old time- lived
their vigorous lives on bread made of wheaten meal. In northern as well as southern
climates we find the same thing. In Bussia,
Sweden, Scotland and elsewhere, the poor
live chiefly on bread, always made from
some whole meal —wheat, oats, or rye—and
the peasantry, of whatever climate, so fed,
always compare favorably with our south
English poor, who, in conditions of indigence precluding them from obtaining sufficient meat food, starve, if not to death, at
least into sickliness, on the white bread it is
our modern English habit to prefer. White
bread alone will not support animal life:
bread made of the whole grain will. The
experiment has - been tried in France by
Magendie. Dogs were the subjects of the
trial, and every care was taken to equalize
all the other conditions—to proportion the
quantity of food given in each case to the
weight of the animal experimented upon,
and so forth. The result was sufficiently
marked. At the end of 40 days the dogs fed
solely on white bread died. The dogs fed on
bread made of the whole grain remained
vigorous, healthy and veil nourished.
Whether an originally healthy human being, if fed solely on white bread for 40 days,
would likewise die at the end of that time,
remains, of course, a question. The tenacity
of life exhibited by Magendie's dogs will not
evidently bear comparison with that of the
scarcely yet fo*go£tep ¿O.iJays' wonder, Dr.
Tanner. Nor is it by any means asserted
that any given man or any given child
would certainly remain in vigorous health
for an indefinite length of time if fed solely
on wheat meal bread. Not a single piece of
strong evidence has been produced, however, to show that he would not; and in
the only case in which whole-meal bread
has been tried with any persistency or on
any considerable scale among us—to wit, in
jails—facts go to show such bread to be an
excellent substitute for more costly forms of
nutritious food,—The Nineteenth Century,

The practical value of these fertilizers for
the loamy soils of Michigan has not as
yet been fairly tested. Experiments in a
J. T. COBB, Editor and Manager,
small way have either shown the manure to
To whom all communications should be addressed,
be wholly valueless, or of so little value as
at Schoolcraft, Mich.
to
exclude it practically irom the list of
Communications for, and Correspondence relating
manurial agents. Its success in other States
to the Agricultural Department of the G R A N G E V I S ITOB, should be directed to A. C. G L I D D E N , Paw Paw.
in stimulating the growth of plants and
Remittances should be by Registered Letter, Money
grains has induced continued experiments,
Order, or Draft.
and very many have again ordered in a
small way for repeated trial. The manured
plats and fields will be watched with much
I N D E X TO THIS N U M B E R .
interest, for the need of increased production for the labor expended is severely felt
The Difference—County Fairs again—Commercial
Fertilizers—Prices of Farm Produce—A Peculiar
among all farmers. That different soils are
Season—Lightening Hard Work—Whole Grain for
lacking in t h e constituent elements of
Bread—The Hoys—the Farms,
1
fertility in different degrees is an agriculFashion, Fickle Goddess!—The Patrons' Aid Society
tural axiom that is well understood, and
—Letter from London—Grange Libraries: How to
Get Them—The Work in Ohio,
2
that working the soil for a long term of
years changes its character for the producMichigan Crop Statistics—The Relation of Forestry
to Agriculture—The Best Milkers — Warningtion of certain crops, has long been known;
Tasteless Decorations—Metropolitan Stench—First
but what the soil really needs, and what it
Series, National Lecture Bureau P. of H.—To Dehas lost, are among the unsolved problems
termine the Weight of Live Cattle—The Reaper
Death—To the Patrons of Michigan—Advs.,.... 3
for the scientific and practical agriculturist
Life Insurance—Petitions to Congress — Quarterly
yet to determine. Chemical analyses have
Reports—Executive Committee Meeting—Grange
added much to the general knowledge, and
Halls in Michigan—They Stick to It—Subordinate
commercial fertilizers are among the many
Grange Secretaries—A Brief History of the Drive
Well Swindle—Notices of Meetings,
4
practical outgrowths of these investigations.
Pickings by the Way, No. 34—Lecture BureauIf all soils were ulike in character and
Canada Ahead—In the Mountains of Utah—Down
—Barre (Pi.) Enterprise. formation, the c!Sauriosis would be leas inWith the Swindlers!— Our Institutes — Drive
tricate, and the remedy less difficult to deWells
5
A Peculiar Season.
termine. Phosphates are doubtless comCounty Fairs Again.
Too Much of a La^v—In Mmoriam, Jas. A. Garfield
pleting elements in some soils. It would The entering wedge to ordinary conversa—Our Lrfe Wort—Oan Women Take Care of any
More Rights ?..'.,
6
so at least, from the results following tion among farmers is usually the weather.
I n a former number we ventured our seem
their
application, but when different soils
Slang Phrases—Recompense—Advs.,
7 spleen
somewhat over what we deemed the
season is the " most remarkable "
Advertisements
8 abuse of the system of fairs as originally do not respond to their presence, the fair Every
ever
known.
Either the dry or the wet
is that the completing element weather is spoiling
constituted, and shook our metaphorical fist conclusion
something, and there are
is
not
furnished
by
applying
this
fertilizer.
under the nose of- the interloper who
Officers National Grange.
some people who never seem to enjoy and
assumed to control the well-being of the I n looking over the territory where such appreciate the to-day, for fear the to-morrow
M A S T E B — J . J. WOODMAN,.. .Paw Paw, Michigan.
agricultural" fair. W e are not prepared
will bring disaster. The faith that looks for
O V E E S E K E — P U T . DARDEN
Mississippi. to take back anything we then said, nor to astonishing results follow the application of a good to come from a seeming evil, is wantthe
fertilizers
in
question,
it
will
be
seen
L H C T U E E B — H E N R Y ESHBAUGH,
Missouri.
any sore places we may have un- that the soil has been greatly changed since ing in such a character.
STEWAED—A. J . V A U G H N , . . . .
Mississippi. annoint
covered,
but
there are some suggestions we it was first turned by the plow. It original- The season just closing has been peculiar
ASST. STEWARD— W I L L I A M S I M S ,
Kansas. propose to offer
for the conduct of the fair, ly produced large crops with little expense in some particulars. W e have had no late
C H A P L A I N — S . H. ELLIS,
Ohio.
T R E A B U B E E — F . M. McDOWELL
New York. which, if they could be carried out, might for tillage, but has gradually failed to pro- or early frosts to check plant growth at
S E C B E T A B Y — W M . M. IRELAND, Washington, D.C. perhaps add to the value of the lessons duce its wonted growths in one aspect or either end. Two severe drouths have ocG A T E - K E E P E B — O . DINWIDDIE,
Indiana. learned at a county fair.
another, until change of crops and manner curred with an interim of copious rains beCXBBS—MRS. J. J. W O O D M A N ,
Michigan.
It is assumed that people, farmers espec- of cultivation have become necessary to in- tween. The latter drouth has been so genPOMONA—MRS. P U T . D A R D E N ,
M i s s i s s i p p i . ially, go to a fair for the purpose of gaining sure a valuable return for labor. These eral, not only in America but in Europe
F L O R A — M R S . L W . N I C H O L S O N , . . . N e w J e r s e y . information, and it is farther assumed that evils now make large demands on the man- and the Old World, that a universal shortL A S T A S S T . S T E W A E D — MRS. WM. SIMS, Kansas. there are persons in attendance whose ufacture of commercial fertilizers, and the ening of crops has resulted from it. We
knowledge in some special line of product, remedy for their partial barrenness seems to need an occasional set-back in agricultural
Executive Committeeinvention, or breeding is above that of the have been found.
production, to act as a sort of governor to
majority.
Such
persons
are
usually
chosen
D. WYATT AIKEN
South Carolina.
Tne soils of Michigan are of an entirely regulate the supply.
H. JAMES,
Indiana. as judges in the department for which their different character. Instead of diminished A few prosperous years seem to set people
W. G. WAYNE,
New York. knowledge especially fits them. The blue fertility, they seem to improve with age. crazy to produce all that can possibly be
card attached to articles, pen or stall, is the The completing element seems to be vege- made to grow, and such a season sandstamp of authority, determining which is table matter in the soil, and its accumula- wiched in occasionally, as the one just past,
Officers Michigan State Crange.
best among many entrees. This stamp is
is a gradual process, encouraged by puts a curb rein on production, and allows
M.—C. G. LUCE,
Gilead. criticised by all grades of mind as to its ap- tion
proper
rotation of crops and the application consumption to catch up. Manna falls
O.—A. N. WOODRUFF,
Watervliet. propriateness. I n most cases the decision
of
farm
manures. No deterioration has as for the people's needs now, as surely as
L.—C. L. WHITNEY,
Muskegon. is correct. There are points which to the
yet
become
apparent. Where failures of it did for the short-sighted Israelites, and
8.—S. A. TOOKER,
Lansing. expert speak plainly, but to the ordinary
crops
have
occurred
it has been from extra- none is allowed to go to waste in heaped
A. S.—A. E. GREEN,
Farmington.
are unwritten. It is generally true, neous causes not difficult
to discover. No bins. There are " sermons " in seasons, as
C.—SALMON STEEL,
Manton, Wexford Co. glance
that
what
convinces
one
mind
will
convince
disease
of
the
soil
exists
at present that well as in " stones," but we are running an
T.—S. F. BROWN,
Schoolcraft. another with the same knowledge of facts
agricultural column in a paper, and not a
SBO.—J. T. COBB,
Schoolcraft.
ordinary
farm
manures
will
not cure.
G.K.—ELIJAH BARTLETT,
Dryden. and circumstances. There is a standard It is, we believe, not argued that phosphates pulpit, and so refrain.
C U B E S . — M E S . A. S. STANNARD,
Lowell. which, at present, is considered very nearly produce any permanent improvement to the
Lightening Hard Work.
P O M O N A . — M E S . H. D. PLATT
.Ypsilanti. perfection, and all are striving to reach it. soil, the compensation for the investment,
F L O R A . — M E S . A N. W O O D R U F F ,
Watervliet. Now, if the experts—members of commit- therefore, must come from the matured crop There are many things in one's every-day
L . A. S . — M E S . A . E. GREEN
Farmington. tees or otherwise—could be made to publicly or not at all, so that a very suitable addition work which will be done in different ways
disclose their wisdom, all might become to the yield must be shown to create a de- by different people. Some get over a great
easily and in short time, and this is
benefitted. There should be a public stand mand as is said to exist for it in eastern deal
Executive Committeetermed oy practical people the " k n a c k " of
where
committees
should
repair
after
makTHOMAS MARS, Chairman,
Berrien Center. ing their awards, to illustrate their reasons States. This demand is proof of its value to doing things, and by others common sense.
e are not sure but some would say it was
J. WEBSTER CHILDS,
Ypsilanti.
those continuing to use it and it is no guess Wscience.
Be this as it may, it is a very
P.M. HOLLOWAY,
Hillsdale. for awarding first premiums to one article work. Farmers do not expend four dollars agood
thing to have. Here is a man trying
J. Q. A. BURRINGTON,
.'...Tuscola. or animal, and second to others. This per acre for a fertilizer without an adequate to split
a log. He drives in his axe from
WM. 8ATTERLEE,
Birmingham. would stimulate discussion, which could but return, and continue to use it year after year. the top of the chunk downwards, and keeps
THOS. F. MOORE,
Adrian. result in a general understanding of facts in
driving with all his force and often gives
who have made an application of on
it up in disgust. Another takes the axe,
JOHN PORTER.
Grand Rapids. their bearing upon the point in question. Those'
phosphates t o wheat this fall will discover a sets the piece up with the narrow end downC. G. LUCE, J. T. COBB,
Ex-officio. It would harmonize views, and bring gen- very
marked improvement in growth and wards, and with one short, easy stroke, the
eral knowledge up to a better standard. condition
flyapart as easily as if the log was a
either in straw or head, or the pieces
Committee men would be more likely to fertilizer must
Cenerai Deputy.
piece of cheese. And now we notice another
be
stamped
a
failure
for
kink which, simple as it is, will be a bless<J. L . W H I T N E Y
r.
Muskegon, confine their discussions to facts that would soils.
ing to the boy who has to do the wood-splitbear the strain of controversy. Grievances
ting. After the pieces have been sawn into
born of personal pride would fade away
fire-place length m order to split, it is often
Prices of Farm Products.
State Business Agent.
under the strong force of public opinion.
the question how best to make the pieces
THOMAS MASON,....
Chicago, HL Idlers would become interested, and the It would seem that a new adjustment of stand up or lie while they are operated on.
a toe has been cut while steadying the
American penchant for talking would here values had begun and that an era of com- Many
and many an eye has been blackened
Special Lecturers.
find vent for its pent-up powers. The pro mensurate values for farm products had been block,
by the flying piece. This genius gets a holtrunk, about half the depth of the piece
Thos. F. Moore,
Adrian, Lenawee Co. gram could be arranged so that no two inaugurated. The advance has been so low
be split, and seta said piece upright in the
Geo. W, Woodward
Shelby, Oceana Co. classes should conflict. Sheep men, horse gradual that the basis for present values to
trunk. Thus they are split but cannot fall
M. L. Stevens,
Ferry, Shiawassee Co. men, cattle men, and hog men could here must be a permanent one for all products of down, and the splitter cap keep on splitting
arbitrate
their
differences
before
the
public
whole is as small as (thick) match
Mis. S. Steele,
-Maaton, Wexford Co.
the past year's production. - All the knowl- till theand
never stop to pick up one single
L B. Brown,..
Rawsonville, Wayne Co. and advertise their interests. Agents of im- edge available as affecting prices, is at hand. wood,
Andrew Camphell,
Ypsilanti, Washtenaw Co. plements could harangue the crowd in favor There is BO stagnation in business at centers. piece.—Germaniown Telegraph.
v

Ohas. E. Mickley.

.Adrian, Lenawee Co,

Whole Grain for Bread.
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The Boys—The Farms,

The boys are leaving the famas — to their
own disadvantage, and that of the country.
Statistics tell us that only about three merchants in a hundred are successful; the
others fail, or die bankrupt. W e need n o
figures to show that the farmers do better
than that. I have run over in mind 25>
farmers living side by side, Almost without
exception they have good farms and good
homes. Of this number it is estimated that
15 own, after paying all debts, propertyvalued at from $3,000 to $15,000 each. These
men are not specialists, nor are they "thrice
or four times happily located," being ordinary " broadcast" farmers, and distant from
market. It speaks wellforfarming that
men turn to it when other means of obtaini n g » livelihood fail. During the last decade this county of Aroostook, strictly an
agricultural county, increased in population
from 29,000 to 41,000, while a large portion
of the State decreased in population. This
increase nearly all occurred during the "hard
times," when there was a rush of Maine
mentoAroostook. After prosperty returned immigration almost ceased. What is
proved by the statement that 64 of 88 business men in one city are farmers' sons ? I t
simply shows.what it was intendedtoshow
that farm bred boys stand as good a chancó
as city-bred boys of making good business
men. I t does not prove that a large proportion of business men are successful. A young
man whose ability and industry offers him
a chance of success by trade can certainly
secure a farm and home. The question for
a young mantodecide is, whether he will
accept this ceitainty, or take three chance»
of becoming rich by trade against 97 of dying bankrupt. I would not make farmers
of boys who obviously have special talent
fitting them for other pursuits; and there is
little danger that genius will be hidden
away on the farm which is needed elsewhere. It is not desirable to bind boys to
the farm against their will; but it is important that they understand the comparative
advantages of farming and other pursuits
and that they should not be driven from the
farm by harsh treatment.—w. i. F.,Caribou
Maine, in New York Tribune.
OCTOBER is a favorable time to set currant
settings. They should be mulched so as to
keep them moist, and will rapidly send out
roots and be prepared to make a thrifty
growth next season. Mulching will tend to
prevent heaving of the ground, which is
liabletobreak the tender roots and throw
out the cuttings.
THE, "New York Herald advises all
brunettestowear butter-color. There are
some seven or eight kinds' of butter, each
with its own color, and the "Herald"shoald
be more explicit.
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wise have been now in comfortable circum- that a man shall be judged by what he does, in good standing in their Grange, who are cab to another place, thence to Plimpton,
stances. They were dressed well enough a woman by the way she looks." If she had in good health and who can bring proper thenoe, etc, etc. Now, if you want to go to
before the sewing machine was ever beard left out those words, viz.: " that the world certificates to show that fact. The fee for London, don't go to any place in particular,
of. They were just as likely, just as res- has decreed and still decrees"—and finished joining the society is but $2.50. The amount for you can see enough anywhere. I reached
pectable, just as handsome, just as virtuous, the sentence thus: "that men expect to be to be paid by each member upon the death my destination in about an hour, and found
Fashion, Fickle Goddess.
just as lovely, just as much sought after by judged by what they do, and woman by the of any other member of the association, is my friend was waiting for me at the station
the other sex, as they are now with twice way she looks," then she would have had it graduated as follows:
where I first arrived. Did you ever, in goB I R M I N G H A M , February, 1881.
number of yards in a dress, and from perfectly right.
Ages.
Assessments. ing through the woods, find an ant's nest?
Bro. Cobb, G R E E T I N G : — A few days ago the
$ .60 If you ever did, you can have a faint idea of
five to ten times the work in the making, I have been a reader of newspapers for al- 16 to 20 years,
while visiting a brother Granger's family, and
20 to 25
.65 Paddington, the London station of the
with
from
five
to
forty
times
the
cost
of
most
50
years,
and
I
will
say
most
emphatamong the various subjects introduced- for ornamental fixtures and trimmings. For
25 to 30
.70
ically
that
the
G
R
A
N
G
E
VISITOR
is
the
right
30 to 35
.85 Great Western Bailway.
our entertainment our very estimable host- all this outlay they are no better wives than
to 40
1.00 At some future time I will endeavor to
ess read a very able article in the G R A N G E they were before. That writer told the kind of a paper for the people of to-day, be- 35
to 45
1.20 state something of what I saw in London.
cause I have learned more about the rascal- 40
V I S I T O R of February 1, 1881, signed Chloe,
45 to 50
1.40
truth,
the
truth
ten
times
over,
wnen
he
ity
of
man
toward
his
fellowman,
by
the
50 to 55
entitled Fashion, which pleased me so re- said that that man who had two or three
Yours truly, J A M E S B A L E .
1.70
to 60
2.00
markably well that I requested them to give daughters to bring up now-days was blessed adulteration of almost every article of food, 55
2.70
which is our life or death, and the adultera- 60 to 65
my very best compliments to her. They
Grange Libraries—How to Get Them.
tion of medicine, by which we expect to be This assessment gives an average of $1 for
• replied that they were not supposed to know with expensive luxuries.
who Cbloe is, that I should publish my I have also said occasionally during the restored from sickness, than I ever learned each member, and is so based on the proba- One of the great purposes of the Grange is
compliments in the VISITOR, then it would last ten years, that if our prosperity should before in all my life, and because of its bold ble life that no matter at what age a person the advancement of education among the
find her. This I finally reluctantly agreed continue to increase for 20 years to come as warfare against monied aristocracies and may join, at the time of his death he will agricultural class, and the general improveto do, if they would furnish the paper, it had for twenty years past, that every fam- railroad monopolies. I do most earnestly probably have paid the same amount as any ment of the farmer's mind.
The establishing of Grange libraries it is
which they did. I found that paper so full ily would need two or three sewing wish that the paper, as it has come to me other person at the time of his death.
of literary merit, and taking it for granted machines, and somebody to keep them since last February, could be put into the The amount that will be paid depends of believed would be a great step in the right
t h a t it was but an average specimen of the running all the time, in order to be able to hands of every family throughout the civ- course on the number of members, but is direction toward advancing this cause.
EX-GRANGER.
not to exceed in any event $2,000. It is A small Grange, say one consisting of ten
general issue, that I resolved to become a use up all the cloth and thread that husband ilized world.
and father would be able to buy—just an
believed that a little energetic work will families, by each contributing$5 to a general
subscriber, at least for one year.
much
as
they
needed
the
first
one
when
that
increase the members to such an extent as library fund, making in the aggregate $50,
The
Patrons'
Aid
Society.
I wish to call the attention of the readers
to insure the full $2,000 to the heirs of any would be able to purchase an excellent and
t o several articles in this number, viz: Ex- was introduced.
There is no enterprise more commendable
who may die. In this company serviceable library. The Lecturer, to act as
hausting Wheat Lands, Trees, and a Letter She says truly, " If by its help we only than the Mutual Life Insurance Society for member
nearly
every
cent collected goes to the pay- librarian, could make it convenient at each
make
our
garments
as
plainly
as
before
its
from Old Poultry, Success in Life, Unjust
Patrons, which was organized at the last
of death losses, and the cost, it is be- meeting of the Grange, at intermission or at
Taxation, Fashion, Love of Truth, Don't invention; then, indeed, it gives us more meeting of the State Grange. This Society ment
Frighten the Little Ones, and W h a t Shall time for recreation, but nine out of ten can- is one which hits long been needed by lieved, will not exceed one-fifth the amount time of closing, for the drawing and taking
we do with our Girls—all subjects of very not resist the temptation," etc. I say 999 out Patrons, and there can be little doubt but paid the regular life.insurance companies. in of books
great importance and the writers there- of every 1,000 do not resist the temptation. that many will avail themselves of the Bro. J. T. Cobb is Secretary and principal In the selection of books all tastes should
of have done remarkably well, and I Many a dress-maker has told us that it takes privileges offered upon the first opportunity. business officer of this organization. Write be taken into consideration and respected,
hope they will keep on doing so, because no them longer to make a dress now with the Every Patron who is eligible should enter him immediately for blank applications for and each family contributing $5 would place
R. C. C. the whole $50 collection within the reach of
correctly educated and enlightened people help of the sewing machine than it used to this
association. I t is the duty of each and membership.
every member, and we believe that nothing
can ever be enslaved very long at a time by before they were introduced.
one to make provision for the comfort
Letter from London.
would be of more real value in building up
We all endorse what she said about bangs, every
their leaders.
of
family
and
friends
after
his
death.
This
But oh! oh! Fashion ! Fashion, Fickle and agree with her that language is too is the reason and the only legitimate reason In looking over the past four weeks it and sustaining a substantial literary interest
Goddess! How perfectly those three words feeble indeed to express the contempt one for working and saving, as most Patrons seems an age, especially as I have been pre- in the Grange.
describe the changeable styles of costumes feels that sensible women will make them- believe they must do. If a man could be sented to scenes that, have carried me from
The Work in Ohio.
worn at the present day. I am glad that selves so hideous, as they do in many other sure of a long life, it would be fooiish from the present to ages in the past. The emoChloe has come to the front and taken the fashions. We have often heard our best a financial point of view to encumber him- tions that stir the breast of the most inquisiW E N ' S STATION, Ohio, Sept. 24.
pen, and I do hope she will continue until men express their astonishment that our self with any ties that would take his money tive and earnest in passing along the ordi- Editors OBulletin
:—There has been a lull
she effects a radical reformation for the Christian women would continue to follow away, but that is the point and pith of the dary highways of life are but the flickering in business lately and I have time again to
certain
fashions
after
they
have
been
told
you a few notes.
better. I sincerely hope that her example
whole matter; for although we can figure flame of a tin lamp compared with the roar- send
Five Granges reporting this week show a
corresponds with her precept. I wish that where they come from, who originated them, with certainty on the number who will die ing flame of a great volcano. I think, how- gain
66; seven Granges reporting show a
I might know who she was, so that I might and what their object was in producing out of ten thousand or one thousand people, ever, the appreciation I have is not so full loss ofof 35.
Three showing greatest gains
see how near she comes to It, because a pre them.
No. 22, 7; No. 571, 28; No. 1,316, 21.
we can not tell even one day in advance and complete as it may be in others, but I are:
showing greatest losses are: No. 208,
cept without a corresponding example is of The idea that they must have a change about a single individual. His chances for have felt emotions my pen can never por- ThreeNo.
381,3; No. 1,248, 9. One new
but very little consequence in this fast age of style so often in all their clothing, a long life may seem good, yet in a few days tray as I stood before the resting place of the 18;
Grange
is reported from Van W ert couilty.
i n which our people are playing such a con- from hats to boots, is perfectly prepos- he may be numbered with the dead. I t is world's great benefactors, whose memories The demand
for song »ooks and manuals ^is
spicuous part. My very best compliments terous, yea, most absolutely absurd. To not always the most strong who have the and whose virtue is ever sacred. To-day I on the increase; a new stock of both has
ordered.
t o Chloe, and to the writer of every article think that their bonnets and dresses must most life.
stand in the midst of a world in miniature— been
The
third quarter is drawing to a close,
be
ripped
to
pieces
and
made
over
several
referred to. I always wish to encourage all
This fact that the death rate for a great the great metropolis, London.
and many Granges have not reported firsK
those who are doing something to benefi- times before they are worn out, or even number
second quarters. Our annual report ',
of people is about constant, shows To reach this point I have travelled over and
mankind. The most of that article I would soiled, is maddening to the poor man— us how, by
would make a much better showing it' all
banding
together,
we
can,
to
a
sea
and
land.
To
give
every
particular
would report promptly at close of
have written years ago if I had thought my- indeed it is. W e have known poor, hardextent, ward off the suffering and of all I have seen would occupy too much Granges
third quarter. Don't wait till close of year
. self capable of doing it. I am rejoiced to working men to pay $5.00 for a bonnet that certain
caused by unexpected and time and weary you. I will only touch before we hear from you.
find my opinions sustained by such able was only worn one winter, and then it was contingencies
The news from other fields of labor is most
sudden
death.
some points as I pass. I purchased my cheering.
writers as those referred to in that paper. thrown away because it was out of fashion,
Ohio is not alone in the advance
ticket
from
Chicago
to
Glasgow
and
return
Life
insurance
companies
are
formed
on
The flounces described by her bring to and could not be done over. I t was not
movement.
The leaven is working through
various plans, but usiially on what we may to New York, via the Michigan Southern the whole country. Several State Granges
mind hundreds of like cases that we have soiled.
Erie railroads. The route along the M. will be restored to their place in the Nationwitnessed,as we have met and passed women The remark has often been made by men term the "savings bank plan,"—that is, and
family gathering this year.
S.
is
only common place, but the scenery al We
each
member
pays
each
year
a
certain
fixed
on the side-walk with such heavy flounces of good judgment, that women dress for
believe that farmers generally are getalong
the
Erie
as
it
follows
the
Susquehanon long dresses, obstructing their locomo- fashion's sake without any reference to com- sum for each one thousand dollars of insur- na and Deleware rivers is most enchanting ting tired of eating husks and being satisfied
with shadows, and are now determined that
tion as they would swing back and forth fort, economy, frugality, or even decency. ance. This is fixed by knowing the age of
sublime. To feel the throbbing heart their power shall be felt and their calling
about th. ir ankles every step. Hundreds Will some of your lady correspondents the member and the number of years of his and
The thoughtful ones are now
the iron steed as it draws you up the great honored.
of ladies have we met, and many of them please tell us what better off our women probable life. These companies usually of
willing
to
.co-operate
in any scheme which
and the rocking motion of the shall " advance to a higher
plane the science
dressed with the finest of silks and satins, folks are to-day for the millions of dollars promise a low rate of interest on the amount incline,
agriculture." Even partisan politics,
looking as neat as though they just came that was paid out for steel hoop skirts. If invested. Thus a man whose age is 20 downward grade is amazing and wonderful. of
heretofore has held us as with iron
from the merchant's counter, but as we they were really necessary, useful, or bene- years, and would probably live 47$ years I reached the city of New York, where which
bands
is
losing its grip; and the free thinklonger,
would
be
charged
$17.64
for
each
one
push and drive are the only watch words,and ing, independent
passed them our sight was attracted to the ficial then, why are they not now ?
voting, conservative elewalk by an unnatural noise, when to our Clothing is worn for two purposes, viz: thousand. The total amount received from boarded the ship, State of Oeorgia, which ment of society now says to the " f a w n i n g
professional." " Get thee behind
astonishment their beautiful dress was trail- as a covering for our person, and to protect men of this age would then on the average was to bear us across the ocean. I can now partisan
me,
."
be
$835.
This
would
amount
to
the
$1,000
say,
well
did
she
perform
her
part
and
faithing upon the side-walk, spread out, forming us from the inclemency of the weather.
Every Grange is a seed bed of independent
a half-circle nearly a yard in width, worn If women are the better for having cloth at about' 2 per cent compound interest, fully did the obliging officers watch and trim thought,
and independent thinking is sure
which
the
Company
must
pay
at
his
death
her
course.
The
voyage
was
all
we
could
to shreds, and so dirty that it would require enough in one dress to make two, why
to be followed by independent voting.
A
man
30
years
old
would
be
charged
$22.64
expect as regards winds and roughness of the " The principles we teach underlie all true
an expert to tell what kind of cloth it was would not men be equally better for putting
politics, all true statesmanship, and if propmade of. W e then looked on with disgust, cloth enough in one pair of pants to make each year. His probable life is 39J years, sea, but the mist and fog was most alarming, erly
carried out will purify the whole politimaking our comments, pitying them for two pairs. Will they also please tell us and from this class of persons would be only two days of clear weather for observa- cal atmosphere
of our country ; for we seek
received
on
the
average,
$884.
A
man
50
tion.
The
entire
voyage
was
made
by
what
their folly, while some would declare it to why it would not add equally to our dignity,
the greatest good to the greatest number."
years
old
would
pay
each
year
$46.94
per
the sailors term as dead reckoning. The We do not question any man's right to
be downright madness, bordering on insan- our beauty,our gracefulness, our benefit, and
$1,000. His probable life is 22.1 years, and route taken was the extreme northern one, belong to any partisan organization, but we
ity.
to our real charms, to have our clothing the total payments he would make would through the track of icebergs that pass to ask him "to see that none but competent,
faithful and honest men are nominated for
long enough to trail a half yard in the amount to over $1,000 on the average, with- the southern seas at this time of year. W e all
Chloe tells the truth when she says that made
positions of trust, and who will unflinchdirt
behind
us,
as
it
does
the
ladies
to
have
out
any
interest.
This
shows
that
no
m
a
t
farmers' wives, as a rule, are not masters theirs so ?
embarked August 18, and arrived at Green- ingly stand by our industrial interests." If
ter at what age a person may join these hook August 29. This port is about 20 miles such men are not put in nomination by his
of fashion, but there are too many of them
party, let him look 'across the lines"
very unwise in tucking, etc., etc. The We admit that stub-toed boots and tight societies, his total payments will average from Glasgow on the Frith of Clyde. It is own
if such men are nominated, SEE T H A T
only reason they are not martyrs to fashion pants were abominable innovations upon with a very little interest, the face of his a most delightful place. I n full view is the and
T H E Y ARE ELECTED. The acceptance of a
pass by an officer is "flinching."
is because not many of them can get the comfort and decency, so much so that very policy.
castle of the Duke of L o m e (now Governor railroad
in the employ of a great corporation
means to do it with. If they could, Chloe many of us would not wear them, and con- More than that, experience has shown General of Canada). I hear many com- isBeing
pretty sure to make a man "flinch'.' when
would find that many more of them would sequently they soon went out of fashion.
that such companies are decidedly unsafe, plaints of Queen Victoria for spending so any measures affecting its principles are
be just as unwise.
I think that Mrs. Mary T. Lathrop, of In the first place they are the custodians for much time in Scotland. Well she may. I t under discussion. " No man can serve two
is as true in political as in religious
One of our wealthy farmer's wives said to Jackson, in her address delivered before the a long time, and witho.ut efficient super- is a beautiful place. Its freshness, its ro- masters"
The people and the corporations are
me, in answer to my remarks in regard to State W. C. T. U. convention, at their vision, of large sums of money. The princi- mantic scenery, its clear, fresh atmosphere, life.
struggling for the mastery.
extravagance, " O h ! law m e ! the money session in Grand Rapids, in May, 1878, on ple is this, that you commence when young compared to London, is so marked that the Reader, where does your candidate stand ?
keeps coming in and we must use it," thus Fallen Women, sets forth the extravagance to deposit yearly a sum of money with Queen, to my mind, is excusable.
he, if elected, be the servant of the
justifying what an able minister once said- of the present day in its true light, which them, for which they guarantee to repay to I did not go up the Clyde, but sailed from Will
people or the tool of the money power?
that everybody would drive at the top of you will find on the second page of the your heirs a certain sum at your death, Greenhook to Glasgow, thence to Liverpool,
Fraternally,
T. R . SMITH,
their speed, and then eomplain because they Lever of July 30, 1881. That address ought which probably will not occur in a great over the Welch mountain range or through
Secretary Ohio State Grange.
to be re-published every six months by many years; during all this time you are them to Swansey, thence by smaller steamer
could not go faster.
August'20, 1881. every paper throughout the civilized world, thrown out of the use of this capital, and
the Bristol Channel, about three THE agricultural editor of the New York
I will now try to finish this letter and until all the people should become ac- dependent upon strangers for its proper use across
hours'
ride,
and we landed at my native Tribune, in reply to a correspondent, offers
quainted
with
the
important
truths
therein
and direction. The numerous failures of home, Ilfracombe.
send it forward. Because I am not very
following good suggestions: Walnuts,
Only one face did I re- the
shelbarks and chestnuts should under no
well qualified by learning, and much less set forth, and the desired reformation this class of insurance companies, and the member—that was the
harbor
master,
M.
J.
circumstances be allowed to dry. Immedilavish expenditure of money by those now
by practice, for this kind of business, it effected.
How strange .to feel your feet press ately upon falling from the trees they must
costs me much time to write such an article, She says: " This accounts for the univer- in existence, should lead us to keep out of Dennis.
be inserted in the soil, covering but slightly
the soil of your native« home. Fancies and with
and when I had written the foregoing, the sal effort of women everywhere to enhance their toils.
light, friable earth or sand, and early
dreams
are
past,
and
the
fact
remains.
I
next Srring the young plants will apworking season commenced with me. ] their beauty bv artificial means and orna- On the other hand, mutual companies are spent a week amidst the scenes of my the
pear. In the case of walnuts it is well to hull
laid it by for the time being, and procrasti mentation, until an old cynic defined not to be too implicitly trusted; beware of all youthful life. How many had passed away! them
before placing under ground. Owing
tion has been the result
woman as an animal whose chief desire is such companies that have not some perma- Time, what changes thou hast wrought! I to the difficulty experienced in transplantof nutbearing trees, the seeds
Mrs. Chloe tells the truth again when she ornament. And until women have m< nent organization behind them; beware of was alone; none to greet me; no father, ing all kinds
be placed where the trees are desirsays that the sewing machine, as used by good sense than they have yet, I all such companies that do not graduate the mother, sister, or brother. I n spite of my should
ed to remain. Nuts intended for planting
some women, has hardly been a blessing, am not disposed to quarrel with him. fee paid by the member somewhat in ac- resolve, a tear dropped from my eyes, as I may be preserved over Winter in slightly
placed in a cool cellar, and of
but rather a curse. I have been in the Look over the average man, and from his cordance with age; for without the first it stood by the place where I first drew my moist sand
set in the open ground as soon as
habit of saying to my neighbors occasional- boots to his hat, utility is studied in dress; is hardly possible that the Company can breath. I started for London at 7 A. M. on course
begins, which will be very
ly for the last ten years that I regarded the nothing superfluous to hang, and flutter, enjoy long life; and without the second the 5th of September, and arrived the same germination
early.
introduction of the sewing machine as the and jingle, and swing—but he goes thiough fair insurance is impossible.
evening. My niece had telegraphed a friend
greatest curse that had happened to the the world free-handed and free-limbed for his Another point, and one which is apt to that I would arrive at that time. I did not
W H I L E among old breeders there are
human family in the 19th century (yet work. Look over the aveiage woman, from be neglected with mutual companies, is the expect him, did not look for him. My only many
men of many minds, concerning the
never once supposed that I could prove it by 'pinchy,' high heeled shoes,over puckers,and health
inquiry was for No. 4, Dorr Terrace, Libra superiority of different breeds of sheep,
of
the
members
admitted.
Join
no
a woman, until I saw Chloe's article), be- ruffles, and pull-backs and bitch ups, to the company that is not particular in this res- road, Essex, but judge of my surprise to there are none who will not say that any of
cause it induced and encouraged extrava- indescribable bunch of flowers,feathers,strea- pect. A doctor's certificate is far from being learn it was only 15 miles across the city. I the breeds, or their grades, are superior to
common scrub stock in such general use
gance where there was no need of it in the mers, etc., etc.,which sits on top of the head, a guarantee of good health, though if hon inquired the way, and was told to go to a the
in
all
sections of the country. Thoroughwearing apparel of our wives and daughters with the sole mission of making even the estly given is no doubt of much value.
certain station, change cars for another bred sheep
are cheap, but scrubs are always
to such an alarming degree as to bankrupt noblest face look idiotic, and you have proof The Patrons' Aid Society answers all of place; then go to Broadstreet station; take dear, and yet there are thousands of pennymany a husband or father who might other- that the world has decreed and still decrees these objections. I t is open to all Patrons cars for Penn Church station; then ride in wise, pound-foolish people taking the reverse view of the case.
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fields passes beyond a certain limit. To
Warning.
THE looseness of the law has allowed an A P R O M I N E N T miller of this county i n that point, be the ratio greater or less, acThe monthly crop report for September, cording
enterprising Maryland chap named Wag- forms
to
the
natural
formation
and
surus that he was approached during the
issued by the Secretary of State, in complinew Cattle Commission have issued ner to do a good business. I n 1879, he week by
as well as the breadth of the theThe
agent of a large commission
ance with act No. 33, laws 1881, gives returns roundings,
following circular:
brought suit against over 2,000 parties, in house, andthesolicited
territory
in
question,
forests
are
a
stern
purchase a compound
from 901 correspondents, representing 624 necessity, and they are an absolute requisite O F F I C E OF T H E U N I T E D S T A T E S
Frederic county, for sums ranging from $75 made of terra-cotta, to
alum, potash, salt, and
townships. Five hundred and eighty-nine to our permanent success in any well reguto $100 or so. As these parties had never other cheap ingredients,
T R E A S U R Y C A T T L E COMMISSION
now being extenreturns are from 373 townships in the south- lated system of agriculture. And why so,
had any dealings with Wagner, they assumCHICAGO, August 23, 1881
used by the leading millers of the
ern four tiers of counties,where 85 per cent of is it asked ? * * * Because forests modify Dear Sir:—The "Treasury Cattle Com- ed that he was crazy, and gave his attacks sively
for the adulteration offlour.—Monthe wheat crop is grown. The returns were the climate; because they are the great mission" appointed by the Secretary of the the contemptuous silence which they con- country
made between September 1 and 10. At this regulators of the temperature, and of the Treasury, in pursuance of an act of the last sidered his due. The cases all went to trial, acello, Iowa, Express.
time much of the threshing was done in all moisture of the atmosphere about us, and Congress, deem it tneir duty to call your and he received judgment on every one,
parts of the State, and in some localities it these are elements of necessity to our attention to the imminence of the danger to there being no shadow of contest. T h e
To the Patrons of Michigan.
was probably nearly all done. The yield of success in the management of vegetable life which the herds in the States and Terri- year entitling the victims to the right of
wheat, corn, oats, and barley is reported in —for which agriculture exists. Forests are tories west of the Allegh'anies are exposed appeal passed without any attention being
bushels, and the yield of hay in tons. T h e
to the cases, and the good Wagner is A large and growing trade is now being
reservoirs and t h e conservators of from the traffic in dairy calves, whicb is paid about
acreage and yield of corn, and the acreage the
to call for his money. This has
moisture, and the sources of continued becoming a very common one between these now
on at our co-operative store in Alleof oats, barley, and hay are reported in per Bupply
startled the victims and roused them to carried
the springs, and streams, and States—now happily exempt from the con- action;
gan,
and
under the management of Bro. A.
cent of crops of 1880. The average yield of rivers ofto the
it will doubtless avail them
Without their tagious pleuro-pneumonia of cattle—and the nothing,but
wheat per acre, as shown by the returns, is presence, in duecontinent.
as the court has ruled that the Stesreman, it is rapidly gaining a reputation
ratio,
these
essential
and
infected
districts.
That
a
very
large
propor10 and 15-100 bushels, or about one busbel life-giving currents would soon suffer in tion of our country has, up to this time, failure of the defendants to contest the suits aot excelled, if equalled, by any other store
more than the yield as estimated by the
was in law a virtual acknowledgment of the in the State ; and for this success we are
continuous flow, and would eventually remained exempt from this dangerous mal- claims.
supervisors, July 2 The number of acres their
Wagner does not deny that the greatly indebted to him for his zeal and undisappear, leaving desolation in their track. ady,
is
owing
chiefly
to
the
fact
that
the
in wheat in May, 1881, as reported by the Mahomet
claims
all fictitious, and his experiment tiring energy in managing its business transwas right when he uttered that current of our cattle traffic has hitherto been has beenaremade
supervisors was 1,781,865. Multiplying this forcible apothegm,
aud successful simThe
tree
is
father
to
from the West toward the seaboard; ple because of possible
acreage by the above average we obtain, as the rain," by which he meant, of course, mainly
the
imperfect
laws of the actions. Therefore to offer these facilities to
but the business of purchasing calves from State.—Exchange.
the probable aggregate product, 18,085,929 trees in the aggregate. * * * Trees in the
all Patrons wishingtopurchase through our
dairy districts, and scattering
bushels. The acreage in May, 1881, repre- forest masses attract, receive, and retain, themEastern
agency,
the executive committee of the cothroughout
the
Western
States
and
sents the acreage sown, and the average and
[That
is
a
model
court,
and
will
be
quoted
then gradually diffuse moisture. T h e Territories, which has, within a year or two
operative
have made such aryield per acre is the average of the acreage precipitated
water is thus husbanded instead past, assumed such mammoth proportions, in future by the bar to sustain every bare- rangementsassociation
sown, no deductions being made for that of being wasted
that
our
agent
will fill orders
by
rapidly
escaping,
as
it
faced
swindle
that
can
pay
for
legal
counsel.
portion of the crop plowed up, or not har- must do, from a bare slope, and carrying has augmented the danger to which the E D . ]
for
goods
from
all
parts
of
the
State.
vested. In aggregate yield, the crop of 1881 with it the accumulations of a soil that has uninfected districts are exposed tenfold;
For further information,address A. S T E G E is greater than in any year previous to 1877. required ages in its preparation for our use. and if it is permitted to go on unchecked,
MAN, Allegan, Mich.
the danger of a general infec ion of the great
but there is little doubt that the average per
J . S. BIDWELL,
U B L E GLAZING.—A writer in the Eng^cre is the lowest of which we have record. The true and proper forestal conditions of cattle-growing and grazing regions is immi- lishD OMechanic
Sec. of C. A. of P. of H.
points out some of the adnent.
the
surface
of
all
well
regulated
woodlands,
of double-glazing in promoting the
The returns show for corn an acreage of
mountain forests the especial guardi- We therefore call upon you to use what- vantages
health of homes in winter. Skylight h e
101 per cent, for oats 104 per cent, for barley render
an
and
reservoirs
of
moisture,
to
supply
the
ever
influence
you
may
legitimately
bring
ought never to be put up unless double PAINT for PATRONS.
93 per cent, and for hay 103 per cent of the
and streams, and rivers of the to bear upon the people of your State, to says,
or
double-glazed.
Double-glazing answers
acreage of 1880. The yield of corn per acre springs,
world.
Locally,
woods
of
greater
or
less
and discourage a traffic that perfectly if the sashes
THE BEST AND CHEAPEST.
are grooved out for
is estimated at 80 per cent of the yield of extent exercise a most happy influence by discountenance
is
fraught
with
such
danger
to
their
material
on each side, and are then glazed with Immense Reduction in Prices from April 15, 1881.
1880, indicating a total product of 36,519,773 breaking the force of the winds, and thus, interests. The district known to be infected glass
airspace of one-half inch or more between
bushels of ears. The yield of oats per acre in a marked degree, they modify the cli- with the scouige, embraces pretty much the an
the panes of glass. The glass must be put in
is reported at 31 bushels, indicating a total mate ; they provide a kindly shelter to our whole of the country bordering on the coast with
FREIGHT
FREE.
its inner faces perfectly brightand clean
yield of 15,045,386 busheis. Barley is esti- crops, and to our cattle from the rude blast, from New York city southward to Wash- and the
glazing
should
be
done
on
a
co.d
mated at 22 and 9-10 bushels, and bay at 1 and from its chilling influence produced by ington city, and extending to a greater or dry day, so as not to include watery vapor
and 2-10 tons per acre.
the increased evaporation. In this respect less distance inland; but the Commission
in cold weather will condense inside
The following table shows by counties the it is surprising how great benefit may be would recommend that, until a more thor which
the
air
space, and cause mistiness. This
Used by Patrons all Over the Land.
derived
from
single
lines
of
trees.
This
is
probable yield of wheat in 1881, the estimate
ough examination can be made, and a com double-glazing
with
an
air
space
makes
still
more
manifest
when
wider
strips
are
being based on the acreage in May, as replete isolation of infected herds be secured window almost as warm as a brick wall, and QUARTERMAN'S GUIDE TO PAINTING
turned by supervisors, and the average planted, as shelter belts around the farms in every possible means that can be legitimate- not
only keeps up the temperature of a room WITH SAMPLE COLORS SKHT FREE TO AN! PATBOK.
the
broad
expanses
of
an
open
country,
like
yield per acre, as returned by correspondly resorted to should be brought to bear to in winter,
fuel, but it keeps the
that of our Western prairies.
ents Sept 1 to 10:
discourage and prohibit traffic in cattle room cool inandhotsaves
weather,
and it makes the R^~Send for our Prices before purchasing elseIntelligent nations who have learned to from anywhere near the infected regions. temperature more uniform throughout the where. Address
appreciate the value of forests, and who
apartment. With ordinary thin glazing in
E. A . Q U A R T E R M A N ,
Respectfully yours,
W H E A T , 1881.
have acquired the knowledge that enables
winter, the inmates are always being chill mayl5-6m
159 South Street, New York City.
J
A
M
E
S
L
A
W
,
STATE
them to build up and maintain a well regued on that side which looks toward the winI YIELD !
AND
E . F . THAYER,
ES.
PER J BU
lated
system
of
woodlands,
endeavor
to
dow, and baked on that side which is toward
COUNTIES.
J
.
H
.
S
A
N
D
E
R
S
,
ACHE. !
keep from one-fifth to one-fourth of their
the fire. Double-glazing our window C X * O T H 3 S S W A S H E R .
Commissioners
sashes would save all this trouble.
1,781,865
10.15 ; 18,085,929 superficial area covered with trees. These
STATE,
are best and most effective in their climatic
E are prepared to furnish our justly Celebrated
Tasteless Decorations--Metropolitan Stench.
276
Alcona
I • 57,321
16.
CLOTHES WASHERS in large numbers.
4,416 influences when they are properly distribW
Allegan
10.9
624,799
uted,
but
it
often
happens
that
extensive
We
have
been unable, until lately, to supply the in3641 18.
Alpena
6,552 tracts are devoted to tillage, while the forS A Y S the Boston Journal: I n Quincy creasing demand. The Washer is now in successful
N E W Y O R K , SEPT. 29.—This city has pre
2,919 J 13.4
Antrim
39,115
ests are clustered in large masses on the sented a most singular appearance during market, yesterday, dealers in fresh meat operation in more than a hundred families in this
4.
Baraga
54,911! ~1Ö~2~ ~56Ö~39S crests of hills and. oa mountain ranges the last week, caused not only by the im- were examining samples of dressed beef vicinity, aud its merits are fully established.
Barry
5,207! 10.4
Bay
54,153 which are not adapted to farm crops.
' mense display of mourning drapery, but by brought through from Chicago in a r e Schoolcraft, June
SCHOOLCBAFT WASHEB CO.
1,142
9.
Benzie
10,278
28th, 1881.
julyl-tf
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LIFE INSURANCE.

The Patrons' Aid Society of Michigan,
organized at Lansing daring the session of
the State Grange in December last, has
found in one of its members — whose communication will be found on our second page
—an able advocate, W e hope that Patrons
everywhere who take the VisiTOB,will read
the article of R. C. C. W e do not propose
to make an argument at this time in favor
of life insurance. That has been so often
done that, in common with fire insurance, the business has become an established
one, f'nd in one way or another hundreds of
thousands of people in this country and, in
fact, in every other civilized country, have
their lives insured for the benefit of some
person or persons that they desire, while
living, to provide for after the death of the
insured. And now the question is, not
whether the people will insure, but in what
company and on what plan shall insurance
be effected.
Our correspondent has made an argument
in favor of the plan adopted by our aid society, and it seems to us that little argument
is needed to satisfy Patrons that they should
insure, if in any society, in their own,
established expressly for their use and benefit upon a plan that commends itself as
safe and economical, as there is no provision
made for profits for anybody. All actual
and necessary expenses are provided for by
an admission fee of $2.50, and ah assessment
of $1.00 on the death of a member provides
for payment of the amount guaranteed to
the person insured.
The Board of Trustees held a meeting at
the Hurd House in Jackson, on the 22d of
September. The society was left without
a treasurer by the death of Bro. M. B. Hine,
of Lowell, and at this meeting Bro. James
Cook was elected his successor. The death
of Bro. E t o e was the first and only death
that has occurred since the society commenced business. Measures were taken to
place some good workers in the field to bring
the claims of the society more directly to
the attention of the members of the Order,
and we have a reasonable assurance that
this plan will bring large accessions to its
membership during the next three months.
Members of the Order will be supplied
with copies of the By-Laws and blank applications for membership, by applying at
this office. Any Patron can make application for membership himself, and save the
commission of 50 cents to which an agent is
entitled who forwards to this office an application duly approved, with the admission
fee and first assessment.
The driven well business is a matter of
importance not alone to the Patrons of
the whole country, but to not less than 50
per cent, of those outside the gates. While
the Patrons of Michigan find themselves,
by the simple fact of organization, in a condition to resist at small cost any and every
unrighteous demand upon them by patent
right or other swindlers, do not forget that
the Patrons of Michigan have also made
provision for life insurance; and we now
ask you to give this matter careful consideration, and if its merits sustain its claims,
give it your individual support.
'

J . T . COBB,

Secretary Patrons' Aid Society,
PETITIONS TO CONGRESS.

As promised by Hon. J . J . Woodman,
Master of the National Grange,in a communication in the VISITOR of Sept. 15, we received a few days since, several hundred
petitions to Congress, prepared for signa-

procuring signatures. Each Secretary will
have two petitions, and every man in his
township, without regard to age, party,
color, or previous condition of servitude,
should be invited to sign one of these petitions. The accompanying documents
should be read by the Lecturer of the
Grange when the matter is called up, and
sufficient discussion had to awaken a lively interest that will extend outside the
gates.
An open meeting for the consideration
of the subject, with a general invitation to
the public to attend, would do a good
deal of good in some localities.
In any event, have these petitions signed,
and at the opening of the next session of
Congress send them in such numbers to
your member that he will think his entire
constituency have made him a morning
call. Give him to understand that we are
not fooling—that the member who disregards our petitions may as well conclude
to close up his congressional career with
the present term.
W e have got to come to this, and the
sooner the better for the people. W e can
no longer afford to take chances. When
we vote we must know beyond the contingency of a doubt that the congressman we vote for will take care of our
interests. W e want to feel certain that he
won't sell us out,
W i t h these petitions we sent out quarterly
report blanks for the report of Dec. 31, 1881.
If any Secretaries do not get these blanks,
if they will send us an order for additional
copies, we shall forward them at once.
QUARTERLY REPORTS.

The 30th of September, the date of the last
quarterly reports due from Secretaries of
Subordinate Granges for the fiscal year
ending November 30, has come and gone,
and now as I write but six weeks remain to
close up the business of the year. W i t h the
close of the fiscal year the account of each
Subordinate Grange must be balanced on our
books and the balance of Dr. and Cr. carried
forward to the fiscal year 1882 whether, that
balance be in favor of or against the Grange.
There are a few Granges in the State that
have been allowed to live after having really
forfeited their Charters. I refer now to the
few Granges whose easy going Secretaries
think it sufficient to report once a year.
Such Secretaries, we are of the opinion, attend the Grange when it is convenient; do
not take the VISITOR and have never yet
discovered that the Grange amounts to
much. If the members are about like the
Secretary and are as dilatory and neglectful
of duties which they have assumed, then to
them the Grange don't amount to much,
and will not while its opportunities of every
kind are neglected.
As well might the farmer, after having
plowed and prepared his ground and planted
his corn expect without further attention to
gather a full crop in autumn, as for the
faithless, half-hearted Granger who so seldom attends its meetings that he don't know
when they are regularly held, expect its
educational, social and pecuniary advantages will come to him with so little attention or thought on his part.
Now we have intimated, we think, plainly enough that we want quarterly reports
from delinquent Secretaries and that we
want them soon. W e think we will be able
to make as good a showing of receipts as
last year, but some reports due for one, two,
or three quarters we want. Shall we have
them?
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING.

Brother Thos. Mars, chairman of the
Executive Committee of the State Grange,
has issued a call for a meeting of the Committee on the 18th inst. at 7:30 p. M., at the
Hudson House, Lansing. The Committee
has had no regular meeting since the session
of thè State Grange last December. The
business interests of the Order, under the
careful management of its judicious Executive Committee, for the last few years have
not required frequent meetings. And right
here it may not be amiss to remark that the
Order in this State has from the first committed its business affairs, in the intervals
between its annual sessions, to an Executive Co mmittee that were solicitous for the
good of the Order, that have carefully
guarded its treasury, have shunned all manufacturing and financial schemes that might
imperil its credit, and at the same time have
not been afraid to pledge themselves and the
Order to maintain a stubborn resistance to
any and every attempt of monopolies to
oppress the agricultural interests of the
State.
A meeting of the Committee, prior to the
annual session of the State Grange, to make
arrangements for the session and frequently
to dispose of business that has accumulated,
is a matter of real necessity. W e presume
that the call of the chairman to meet at an
earlier date than usual, has some reference
to this demand for royalty from the farmers
of the State by the agents of Mr. Green.
Our next paper will give the proceedings of
the Committee.

^ T h i s petition was prepared by the Hon.
Jeremiah S. .Black, and having the endorsement of the National Anti-Monopoly
League and the National Grange, is presented to the people of the United States
for signature.
It is true that the petitions of the people,
numerously signed, for objects of such manifest benefit and protection to their interest
that argument in their support seemed useless, have been disregarded and set aside
without consideration, and with scarcely
respectful reference, yet as the law-making
power must be reached in some way, and
the people cannot, as monopolies do, obtain
their objects by purchase, we must use every
other means within our reach to save the
country from threatened absorption ;by the
giant corporations, whose greed knows no
limit, and whose power already threatens to
cramp and dwarf private enterprises in
every direction.
W e have sent out these petitions to Secretaries all over the State. W e ask that at T H E VISITOR T H R E E MONTHS ON TRIAL
the first meeting of each Grange, the
TEN CENTS.—Eleven copies, one year
matter shall be called up, and we would FOR
for $5.00. Eleven Copies, six months for
suggest that a committee of not leas than $2.50.
two be appointed, charged with the duty of

GRANGE HALLS IN MICHIGAN.

W e again republish the name and No. of
Michigan Granges having halls, with such
additions as we have received in four weeks.
The tardiness of Secretaries for an answer
to our request, the answer to which would
seem to devolve on these Grange officers, is
a matter both of surprise and regret, as it
shows that many secretaries do not take and
read the VISITOR, or else are heedless and
careless in the discharge of their official
duty.
W e were about to proceed and give an
opinion of Michigan Secretaries who offer
as an excuse for not answering our request
—that they " did not know of it, as I don't
take the VISITOR." But we forbear. Those
who do take and read know as well what
we think of a man or woman who does not
keep posted by taking and reading the organ
of the Order regularly, just as well as
though we had made a more definite statement. Are there other Granges having
halls in Michigan ? If so, let us hear from
them W e don't think the list is quite complete yet.
N A M E OF GRANGE.

Waverly,
Cascade,
Home,
Pittsford,
Pipestone,
Vlrgennes,
I.apeer,
Ganges,
Ellena,
Otsego,
Ravenna,
Michigan Lake Shore,.
Allendale,
Windsor,
Silver Lake,
Alton,
Bainbridge,
Pearl,
Danby,
Home,
Moline,
1
Berlin Center,
Independence,
Trowbridge,
Mt. Hope,
Cheshire Banner,
Trent,
Madison,
Ensley Center,
Griswold Center,
Ferris,
Groveland,
Conway,
Fruit,
Keene,
Fidelity,
Willow,
Liberty,
:
Mt. Tabor,
Alpine,
Whitneyville,
Weston,

SIZE OF
HALL.

24x52
63 22x48
129 20x40
133 18x36
194 24x40
221 24x48
246 16x21
339 24x60
350 20x42
364 25x60
373 24x50
407 25x50
421 22x40
619 20x36
624 18x40
634 20X40
80
81
185 ~32x60*
188 20x40
248 22x36
272 24x50
28x40
275 26x56
296 26x60
87 18x40
520 22x40
372 30x60
384 22x40
544 20x40
564 24x40
440 22x40
443 44x30
114 20x50
104
270 20x30
52
618
391 22x50
43 24x50
348 24x50
222 30x50
~25x6Ôl

W E are not getting as many new subscribers to the VISITOR as we should like, and in
fact not as many as we ought to have. With
a little good work by those who have faith
that the paper is promoting the interests of
the farmers of the State,its circulation might
easily be increased a thousand or two among
the farmers who are not Patrons,within the
next thirty days. Shall it be done ? If the
facts are fairly presented, the course of the
paper upon the questions that interest the
people without distinction of party, is fully
explained, half the farmers in the State will
take this paper. But they must be seen and
solicited, and who will do this work if not
its friends ? W e renew our offer to send the
paper THREE MONTHS TO THOSE OUTSIDE
THE ORDER FOR TEN CENTS.

OUR " E x - G r a n g e r , " friend, whose communication appears on our second page,
hits the ladies so hard and often that we
strongly suspect that he will get hit in return. His attention might very properly be
called to the relative expense incurred by
men and women in this matter of clothing
and embellishment, as set forth in a little
article in the VISITOR not long since.

A Brief History of the Drive Well Swindle.
600
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THEY STICK TO IT.

The driven well royalty business has made
some progress since our last issue. In common with several hundred, and for aught
we know, several thousand of thecitizens of
Kalamazoo county, we have through the
postoffice been politely notified " t h a t the
driven wells upon your premises are infringements upon patents granted Jan. 14th,
1868," &c., and requested to call and procure
a license for the trifling sum of ten dollars
for each well.
N. W . Green is casting his penny-stamped
notices into the postofflces of the county,
quite freely, in the hope that they will return again after many days, multiplied a
thousand fold—and perhaps they will; we
can't tell. But of one thing we are quite
sure, his claims must be judicially established before he will get any return on his present investment. W e understand that a test
case is now before the U. S. Court at Grand
Rapids, and that so far in the trial Mr.
Green is ahead. There is nothing very
alarming about that. The defendant in the
case has not had time to look up the facts
on which' to make as complete a defense
as we think may be made. W e expect
when our Executive Committee meets next
week, some decided actiou will be taken.
Until then we shall keep cool and enjoy
the flurry that these ominous notices have
thrown the communities into that have
had a little shower of them. W e re-publish
in this number an article from the Cincinnati Grange Bulletin, that appeared in the
VISITOR last November. If this thing
don't wake up some of our lawyer congressmen, then we shall conclude that the whole
law-making power better be abolished, and
people by common consent return at once
to the primitive method of administering
justice in accordance with nature's first law.
SEE the new advertisement of Geo. W .
Hill & Co. on our advertising page. H e has
struck a new plan which, with the co-operation of Granges may perhaps work smoothly. Try it. The advertisement of the Kalamazoo Publishing Company comes from the
concern that has printed the VISITOR, and
webelfeve its fine, well-cut appearance is
evidence that they can do good work.
Their bindery is complete in every department and will turn out good work to all who
may give them an order.
T H E VISITOR is not a story paper. I t has
had less than half a dozen real, genuine
stories in it in all the years of its existence.
The story " R e c o m p e n s e " on our seventh
page is such a good one that when a friend
read it to us and asked us our opinion, we
said at once " That is good enough for the
VISITOR." Of course all the girls will read
it, and if the VISITOR is not kept on file in
the house, this copy marked will be sent to
some girl or girls, or some foolish-mother,
where it will be a lesson that may be heeded.
W e promise when we see another story as
good as this to give it to our readers.

more ground than the Bulletin article we
give it place.—ED.]
For the benefit of those of our citizens
who have driven wells we publish the following letter to an Iowa paper by the wellknown and prominent attorneys, Messrs.
Lake & Harmon, of Independence, Iowa:
M R . EDITOR : Permit us again to trespass
on your time and space in behalf of the
people of the State, who have been and are
threatened to be sued for royalty on driven
wells.
W e do this more readily because we feel
that the press of the State has done and is
willing to do great favors for the people to
protect them from any unjust claim.
The history of the patent is as follows, as
has been proved in our cases now pending
in Iowa.
N. W. Green, in September or October,
1861, suggested to a number of persons at
Cortland, N. Y., that a well could be made
by driving a pointed tube, with holes in the
side into the ground, and into a body of
water in the ground, and then attaching a
pump to the tube to pump water. H e requested Byron Mudge and J . C. Carmichael
and Mr. Robinson to make a trial. They
did so, and after five experiments had been
made, Mr. Mudge reported it a success.
This was in October, 1861, near the last of
the month.
At this time the 76th Regt. N. Y. Vol.
Inft. was in camp on the fair grounds at
Cortland. One Julius A. Graham was fur
nishing rations to this regiment, and had
what he called a mess house on the grounds.
At the instance of N. W . Green, who was
then colonel of the regiment, Mr. Graham
hired Mudge to put in a well in the cooking
room of the mess house. This well was
made by Mudge and paid for by Graham,
and furnished an abundance of water for the
use of Mr. Graham and for the soldiers.
The water was good, pure, and clean.
This regiment left the camp at Cortland,
in December, 1861. The well was used all
the time after being put in, until the regiment left, about six weeks or two months.
After this, one James Suggett and Byron
Mudge went on and made wells in Cortland,
N, Y., all through 1862-3-4-5, and some
time since then. I n March, 1866, N. W .
Green applied for a patent, which he received in 1868. I n 1871 he surrendered this
and had a re-issued patent. It is on this reissued patent that Andrews, et al. have
brought all their suits. I n our cases we
plead that Green was not the first to invent
this kind of a well, and that after he invented it he allowed it to go into public use
more than two years before he applied for a
patent, thus abandoning it. On the first of
these pleas we have proved by seven witnesses a well put down in Cortland county,
N . Y. in 1858, that embodied all the principles in Green's Well, and it was used a number of years. Also a well put down at Warsaw, N. Y., in 1858 that was exactly like
Green's, and used until 1859, or more than
one year. This last well is proved by some
five witnesses, and s o w we know the names
of four more who knew of the well.
W e have also proved a well like what
Green claims to have put down at Independence, Iowa, in April or May, 1861, and
used until October, 1861, in public. This
we have proven by about thirty witnesses,
and we now know the names of some
twenty more who knew of this well. W e
also have a large number of documents to
give the dates by. W e have this well established beyond question. To rebut these
facts Mr. Andrews has been able to, bring
but a small amount of proof. H e seeks to
disprove our well of 1861, by showing that
Charles Brown in 1866 put down a well near
the same place where the 1861 well was put
down. But we have some fifteen witnesses
who knew of both these wells, which effectually stops that part of his game.
While we have been taking our testimony, the defendants in other places have been
proving the existence of other wells. They
have proved the making of two wells in
Saratoga county, N. Y., in 1860, and of two
other wells in Rensselaer county, N. Y., in
1858, and a well put down at Hunt's in Livingston county, N. Y. in 1850, and sustain
this by about fifteen witnesses. They have
also proved the existence of several other
wells involving the same principle, long
before Green's pretended inventions claimed
to have been made, but the number of witnesses to each is generally one or two. I
only name those wells that are sustained by
a large uumber of witnesses, so that there
can be no mistake about it.
When we commenced the defence, we did
not know all these facts. But we have now
spent fourteen months' time in taking testimony and looking up the facts, and have
been in correspondence with other parties
who are defending this same class of cases
in Minnesota, Kansas, Illinois, New York,
and New Jersey, and ha've learned from
them what they have proven in addition to
what we have proven in our cases. I n our
cases we stipulated with complainants to

close their testimony by July. They applied
for more time, and the court gave them
thirty days more, which expired August 15.
On the 12th of August they applied for
more time, and the court has granted them
thirty days more, which will expire on the
18th of September, 1880. The court gives us
twenty days after September 25, to complete
our testimony, which will close the taking
of testimony. At that time we shall know
all that they can do against us, unless the
court shall extend the time. W e do not
believe it will. I t has given them two extensions now. W e think that will end the
matter so far as more time from thé court is
concerned.
Now, at two different times, when we
have been before the court, complainants
counsel has stated that they were not urging
men to pay, and were not bringing any more
suits, and this last time he stated that complainants were not collecting anything in
any State ; and these defences and the statements published in the newspapers had
stopped their collections. Another member
of the firm told us at one time that the people
of his State were paying up very fast.
These two statements do not agree. W e do
not know which is true. Persons from several different counties in the State have
written us, and told us that they were urging payment in their several counties. In
one county a man told us that some three
hundred had been written to, that suit
would be brought if they did notpay. Now
we say to all these persons, don't pay. You
and your neighbors combine together and
defend. You can beat the patent. These
application'^ for more time have been granted each time after they had wasted a large
amount of their time without taking any
testimony. Out of the ninety days allowed
them first, they wasted sixty-six doing
nothing. W e do not know how much they
will waste of the twenty days yet remaining
to them. But we believe the application is
for delay, and that if we cannot try the case
at the October term, then they will push collections all winter, and get what they can
out of our citizens before there is a decision
against them. This, from their acts, we
believe to be their policy.
Now, we say that any place where one
hundred men will combine and pay into a
common fund as much as it will cost to pay
these men, they can take the testimony tnat
will beat their patent. Of course if more
men combine it is better. No nerson should
pay them. I t is simply paying these men
to enable them to prosecute your neighbors
and friends. I n every State in the Union,
the people owe it to themselves and their
neighbors as good citizens, to not pay a cent
to these men claiming to own the driven
well patent. It was in use publicly long
before N. W . Green claims to have invented
it. It was abandoned by him to the public.
H e directed Byron Mudge to make weils, so
Green swears, and Mudge did make them
for various people and was paid for it.
On a patent so obtained no one should pay
anything. No good citizen should encourage these men by paying them a cent. You
should adopt the motto on our coins of some
years ago: " N o t one cent for tribute, but
millions for defense." You should never
encourage a set of men to collect from your
neighbors what is not due them. We have
the facts and the names of witnesses to show
where seven wells like that claimed by
Green were put down before Green claims to
have thought of his invention, and these
can be used in any part of the United States
where defense is made. W e hope papers in
all parts of the United States wfll copy this,
thus making the knowledge universal.
L A K E & HARMON.

IN its Declaration of Purposes the Grange
says: " W e will avoid litigation as much
as possible by arbitration in the Grange."
The lawyers, naturally enough, do not admire this feature of the Grange. It keeps
many grists from their mills. But it begets
peace in the family, peace in the neighborhood, peace in State and nation, in short, is
the initial of bringing " peace OD earth and
good will toward men.'' All intelligent,
good Patrons will avoid litigation as much
as possible by arbitration in the Grange.
NOTICES OF MEETINGS.

The next meeting of Hillsdale Pomona
Grange will be held on the first Wednesday
in November, at the hall of Pittsford
Grange, No. 133, when the following prowill be carried out: Select reading by
f ram
ister Kate McDougall; Essay by Bro. J. P.
Howell; Discussion — T h e Irish Land
League: Its Cause, what they wish to Accomplish, and how—opened by Bro. H . D.
Pessill; Discussion for the sisters — Household expenses — opened by Sister S. A.
Timms.
' N. T. BROCKWAY, Sec'y.
The regular meeting of the Livingston
County Council will be held in Howell
Grange hall, Tuesday, Nov. 1. Dinner will
be served promptly at 11 o'clock. After
dinner the following named brothers and
sisters will favor us with essays: Bro. A. M.
Wells, of Oak Grove Grange—subject, Economy in farm management; Sister E m m a
Crout, of Brighton Grange—subject, First
article of Declaration of Purposes; Sister D.
Bush, of Conway Grange, and Bro. P. T.
Gill, Master of Howell Grange—subjects not
announced.
MRS. W. KS SEXTON, Sec.
The annual meeting of the Van Buren Co.
Grange will be held at Lawrence,November
3d, 1881. T h e election of officers and other
important business will be transacted.
Fourth degree Patrons are cordially invited
to attend.
C. B. CHARLES, Sec'y.
Bangor, Oct. 9,1881.
The next meeting of Allegan County
Council, P. of H., will be held at Otsego
Grange hall on Tuesday, Nov. 1, 1881. All
fourth-degree members are cordially invited
to attend,
M . V. B. MCALPINE,
Sec'y Allegan Co. Council.
The regular meeting of Oceana Pomona
Grange, No. 23, will be held at the hall of
Sylvan Grange on Wednesday, Oct. 26,1881,
commencing at 10:30 A. M. All members of
the Order are invited.
GEO. C. MYERS, Sec'y.
The Pomona Grange of Clinton county
will meet at the hall of Elsie Grange in the
village of Elsie, on Wednesday, Nov. 2, at
11 o'clock, A. M. A cordial invitation is extended to all.
F R A N K CONN, Sec'y.

OCTOBER 15, 1881.
your humble servant from Michigan. The meeting a separate agricultural school should of feeling than by sight, for the moment we whole valley had dropped down bodily from
number present to-day was variously esti- be established and maintained in each of step out of the beaten track, down we go. the country around. Numerous pyramids
the thirteen agricultural districts of this The wagon and the train are miles behind,
mated at from 4,000 to 8,000 people.
and great monoliths have been separated
Province.
THURSDAY, T H E T H I R D DAY,
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions and we have a hard tramp of it. By the from the main ranges and stand out like live
was the great day. From 15,000 to 20,000 be sent to the Minister of Education.
middle of the afternoon we have passed the sentinels in various' parts of the valley.
PICKINGS BY THE WAY, NO. 3 4 .
people were upon the grounds.
They talk of an agricultural school in gulch, and reached Gillson's summer ranche. Weird forms that look like castles old, with
Bro. Bohne spoke first, and gave us an each district, while some of our people There is a corral here, and a hut. The hut towers, and domes, and battlements, stand
TRI-STATE PICNIC.
excellect
lecture upon organization among doubt the propriety of one in this State. No is built of small logs or poles about seven out on every side, and what seems as strange
This is a union of the Patrons of several
States in one grand picnic, lasting a week. the farming class. Dr. James Colder, the wonder that that people are ahead, and they feet nigh set on end. Poles are laid across as anything is that these tall, needle-like
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, West Virginia Worthy Secretary of the Penn. State Grange will be more so if they succeed in carrying them, then some brush and hay, and lastly monuments, which run up for hundreds of
and Maryland, are the chief states interest- spoke next and until dinner upon the Se- out their desires expressed above.
a coating of earth. It is divided into two feet, as slender in their proportions as
ed, but this year Ohio, Virginia, Delaware, crecy of the Order, giving good reasons for
apartments. In one of them is stored a Bunker Hill monument, are composed alMichigan and other states were represented our having it. Bro. Colder will be known
mowing machine and some horse hay rakes. most entirely of clay, frequently having a
at this the Eighth Annual Meeting of the to many of the VISITOR readers as Prof,
The other is empty. It has a rude stone cap of sandstone projecting out beyond the
Tri-State Picnic, which was held on the last Colder of the Hillsdale College a few years
fire-place
in one corner where we started a clay foundations. There is plenty of coal
^ommumratiort^
days of August and the first of September. since.
fire,
and
awaited
the coming of the train. about the valley; some of the veins are
i
The place was Williams' Grove, a beautiful The afternoon hour was given to the
But the train did not come. We wait till said to give 17 feet in thickness of hard coal.
semi-island piece of wood, four miles south Lecturer of the Mich. State Grange.
almost night, and it has not come in sight. There is a theory that the whole valley has
IN THE MOUNTAINS OF UTAH.
of Mechanicsburg, Penn. Beautiful shade Prof. S. B. Heiges, from York, gave a
Davis and Gillette start back over that been brought to its present shape by the burn—pure spring water—railroad communica- lecture in the evening upon Agricultural
dreary, snowy Meadow Gulch to meet them. ing out of the coal fields, It is certain that
BY
F.
HODGMAN.
tion with town—were all natural advanta- Education, showing that it should be taught
O'Neill and I prefer to stay where we are, the coal is on fire in certain places now, and
ges, to which conveniencies were added in our public schools and taught practically.
bedless and supperless, rather than go over that the whole country shows evidence of
C L E A R C R E E K , Utah, Oct. 1,1881.
FRIDAY, T H E LAST DAY,
under the supervision of Bro. Thomas, Worthat terrible road again. Presently two volcanic action.
I
believe,
when
I
took
leave
of
your
readthy Secretary of the Penn. State 'Grange. was dampened by a slight sprinkle, but the ers, our party was at Salina waiting for a rough looking men, armed to the teeth, and
No description can tell the reader just what ardor of Gov. Hoyt, of Penn., and the nu- pack train. It came after a few days, and a driving a pack animal, ride up, dismount,
Down With the Swindlers!
merous editors present, was not destroyed sorry train it was too. The mules were all and proceed to make themselves at home.
he would see and enjoy there.
thereby.
Excellent
addresses
were
given
in
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS
green—had never carried a pack—and the One of them cares for the animals, while Bro. Cobb:—Your editorial on the drive
were shown upon the grounds, making an the forenoon by Gov. Hoyt and Mr. Stahle, men were greener than the mules. There the other takes a small axe and cuts a good well and other patent right swindles ought
exhibit equal to a State Fair. There was the jolly editor of the Gettysburg Compiler. is a certain amount of science required in stock of wood for the night, taken from the to and doubtless will be heartily approved by
also a trial of plows, harrows, drills and The Governor, editors and Grange officers puttng a pack onto an animal, to have the poles of the corral. Presently when the fire every honest man. Every voter should
seeders near by on one day of the meeting. were invited guests to dinner by Worthy pack stay in its place firmly and ride easily, is well blazing he produces a camp kettle pledge himself never to vote for another
These implements were a good feature, con- Manager Thomas. A boat ride on the so as not to distress the beast. Men who and skillet, and soon has some tea steeping candidate for Congress unless said candidate
tributing not only to the exhibition, but stream followed, and then came the highly understand it and make it a business of it, and some bacon frying. These, with a loaf gives a written pledge to do all in his power
paying a small sum each for the use of the meritorions addresses eloquently given by command high wages, $60 to $80 per month. of bread, make a meal, which they invite us to amend the patent laws so as to effectually
Smith, of the Philadelphia Times, and W . None of our men had ever put a pack onto to share—an invitation which we are glad to protect the innocent user of patented articles
ground occupied.
A large amount of space was occupied and W. Hensel, of the Lancaster Intelligencer. an animal. After considerable delay, a accept. They are dangerous looking cus- from robbery by all claimants.
revenue paid by the numerous shows of Thus ended a memorable day and occa- young fellow comes along who wants to go tomers, of whom we only know what we see, The Elmira Farmers' Club have appointed
various kinds, such as are seen at fairs and sion—long to be remembered by all present. as packer. The chief engineer asks him, but to refuse to eat when we are hungry, is a committee to investigate the claims of
make the side shows of traveling circuses,
" H a v e you ever had any experience?" a sin which we are not likely to commit Green & Co., and they have obtained eviLecture Bureau.
etc. These were noisy catch-pennies, and
" Y e s . " " W h a t hitch do you throw?" just now. About nine o'clock Davis and dence to show that drive wells were used in
while they may have paid something and The first series of lectures under the aus- " The diamond hitch." " V e r y well, there Gillette returned with two pack animals New York over 40 years ago. No doubt this is
drawn the brainless part of the crowd, we pices
your mules and the men to help you. loaded with provisions and bedding which another swindle similar to the sliding gate
of the N A T I O N A L LECTURE BUREAU, are
very much question the propriety of having will begin
There
the saddles and lhe stuff to be made us comfortable for the night. Two patent. I would suggest that you correspond
the 17th inst. Twenty-six packed.are Go
them so prominent at picnics or fairs. One points haveonasked
to work and pack them up days more took us over the summit, and with Bro. Armstrong with a view to unite
for and been assigned ready for a start."
may talk down a brass band or a steam the first course of five
the first mule is into Castle Valley on the other side. On with New Yorkers in testing Green's claims.
which will packed, it is evidentBefore
whistle, but a snake charmer is too attrac- occur about ten days tolectures,
that
his
has the way down we passed Gillison's winter
BEFORMER.
two weeks apart. been limited. The pack is inexperience
ranche, where we found him and his family.
tive for general eloquence to overcome.
a
round
bunOthers have asked for the course, but are too dle top of the mule'e back, ready to overset Gillette and I stopped a couple of hours, got
A TENTED FIELD,
for the first, and will be placed on the at the first opportunity, Old packers would a good drink of fresh milk, and had a chat
these grounds could have been called, for late
second
series, formed a little later. Parties not recognize the manner of tying the rope with Gillson. He is a noted scout, and knows
long lines of tents were put in place for the in Michigan
lecturers in the next as having any near relation to the diamond every prominent Indian in the country. He
accommodation of Pations and others who series would wishing
do
well
to
apply soon. These hitch. The chief means to give the man a is a tall, well-built, powerful man, in the
might attend. One tent was general head- lectures, by some of the best
in the fair chance, and keeps him at work. Mule prime of life, a dead shot, and was long in
Our Institutes.
quarters : another was headquarters of New Order, can be had at a smallworkers
cost
of
$10
for No. 2 is brought up, and v i k i n g begins. the employ of the U. S. government as a
Jersey, and one or more was assigned to each.
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE,
I
He was prominent in the arrest
each of the States represented. Behind the Bro. Cheek, of North Carolina, will give Mule No. 1 lies down and rolls to divest detective.
L A N S I N G , Mich., Sept. 27,1881. J
of
Brigham
Young,
John
D.
Lee,
and
other
tents, next the shore of the Yellow Beeches the first series and begin in Boone county, himself of the load, which he does most Mormons. H e is a well-informed man Editor Grange Visitor; —As a matter of
Creek, were spread the long tables, where Ky., on the above named date. The Bureau effectually. While he is being gotten up, and the owner of a number of ranches, coal information, may I remind your readers
were fed many people each meal, at a small will prepare posters and small bills for each and the pack readjusted, Mule No. 2 repeats veins, and large flocks of sheep, and herds that the officers of the Agricultural College
the process and with like success. There
cost to each.
hold about six Farmers' Institutes each winlecture,
and
send
them
in
advance
to
the
are
fifteen animals, and the outlook is not of cattle.
ter, The people in the vicinity where an
In the center was the platform or speak- places of meetings. In many instances Suber's stand, with abundant comfortable sit- ordinate Granges have taken the entire five promising. A man is set to watch the About six miles beyond his ranch we en- Institute is held furnish hall and do half the
ting in front of it. With this meager lectures, but County or Pomona Granges are packed mules to prevent their lying down. ter the southern point of Castle Valley. speaking. These invitations .should come
description, we will give a brief synopsis of mainly taking this course. In some in- We soon find that it takes a man to each Here we found the camp of Wilbur, who in by the middle of November, as the State
mule, but the packing goes on. When
Board of Agriculture have usually acted on
the proceedings.
stances the townspeople have joined with night comes the party has not got started was the farthest out of any of the engineers them about that time of year. A good hall
TUESDAY, T H E FIRST DAY.
the local Grange to secure the course, each
Two mules are standing ruefully with in the employ of our company. We were and a good crowd of farmers are desirable.
was ^employed in getting ready—locating raising a portion of the funds. Any loca- yet.
packs
their backs. Thirteen more are now out of feed for our animals, and were
W . J. BEAL.
the things and people. The Agricultural tion or counties wishing to aid this system walkingon quietly
around the yard, contem- obliged to stop till we could send back to
and Horticultural Hall, Music Hall, &c., of lectures would do well to address the plating with evident
satisfaction thirteen Salina for a fresh supply. The time is spent
were each filled and put in good order, and Grange Bulletin Co., 148 West Fourth St., broken pack saddles and
Drive Wells.
scattered packs. in hunting and exploring this end of the
a program agreed upon for the next day. Cincinnati, O.
valley.
W
e
find
abundant
traces
of
some
Two
or
three
old
packers
stand
around
with
The
following
interesting
information on
Bro. Bohne, W. Master of the Penn. State
ancient
race
who
once
inhabited
the
valley
the
drive
well
question
comes
from Des
hands
in
their
pockets
and
pipes
in
their
Grange, was chosen chairman, and he worMoines,
Iowa,
within
a
few
days
:—
—principally
in
the
shape
of
fragments
of
mouths
chuckling
over
the
result.
The
Canada Ahead.
thily did the duty assigned him.
There
are
over
300
drive
well
cases
on file
pottery
and
spear
and
arrow
points.
The
pays only $45 per month, and they
in the Federal Courts here, which have been
General introducing of everybody by ev- At the late gala day gathering of Patrons company
bits
of
pottery
are
nearly
as
hard
as
our
be hired at the wages, One of them
on the docket over a year. It is expected
erybody to his and everybody's friends, was of the Dominion at the Toronto Exposition cannot
a consideration takes a little pity on the stoneware, and are ornamented in various that they will come to final trial at the next
the main business after and during location. an evening meeting was held in St. Law- for
It may be of interest to thousands of
crowd, and spends the evening teaching our ways. Some are brown, some red, blue and term.
owners in Illinois as in Iowa, to know
W e would tell who were there, where they rence Hall of Toronto. The mayor of men
yellow. Some are orniimented with colored well
how
to
make
up
and
put
on
a
pack.
the status of these cases, and the probable
came from and how they looked, but * * * Toronto warmly welcomed the Patrons and Next morning he assists in packing, and stripes, and some are of one color on the outcome.
That means we can't for the muchness of farmers. Speeches were given by Worthy by 10 o'clock we are off. One wagon outside and another on the inside. Some The cases may be briefly stated thus, as
the material and littleness of time, room, Master Blair, of the Dominion Grange, starts with us to go as far as the roads will have figures in various styles moulded in has been developed and briefly shown by
records. In September or October, 1861
and patience.
and others, when Alderman Hallam of the permit, when it is to return, and everything the clay on the outside. The arrow points the
W. Green, at Cortland, N. Y., suggested
EVENING ILLUMINATIONS.
city of Toronto, and a man of large com- is to be packed. Our baggage is all put are of agate, chalcedony, obsidian and sim- N.
several persons that he believed a well
This vast area was thoroughly lighted at mercial interests, offered the following, away in the smallest compass possible. ilar material, and are beautifully finished. to
could be made by driving a pointed tube
night by a number of Brush's electric lights, introducing it by some earnest remarks, Everything that can be dispensed with is We obtained several very small ones. One with holes in the side for water to pass
through, into the earth, to which a pump
giving the forest a soft light—a romantic, when it was unanimously carried:—
behind. What remains is put into a I have now does not exceed half an inch in could
be attached to raise the water. H£
almost fantastic appearance—as pleasant as W H E R E A S , The Grange as an organiza- left
length,
is
nearly
as
wide,
and
is
shaped
like
got Bryan Mudge, J. C. Carmichael, and one
two-bushel bag, and strapped onto
by day, and not subject to the day's heat. tion having for its object the social, educa- aCommon
to make the experiment, and after
mule. As we start out of town we a bird with outstretched wings. They were Bobinson,
five trials, ¿hey succeeded in the latter part
At 7 P, H.. the brass band played in front of tional, and material advancement of its meet
fine
workmen
in
stone
who
made
those
a
party
of
engineers
just
in
from
and the farming community genof October of that year. The Seventy-sixth
the stand, calling those present together members
Colorado, who give rather a dismal account arrow points.
;
New York Begiment was then in camp at
and to order, when Secretary Thomas intro- erally
Resolved, That this meeting, made up of
the country they have come through. After a few days' delay we passed on up that place. Green was its Colonel, and Julduced the Chairman of the picnic, Brother the representative agriculturalists, together of
A. Graham sutler. At the suggestion of
We
along the foot of the mountain the valley as far as Price river, a distance of ius
Green, Graham hired Mudge to put a well
Bohne, who announced the program of the with commercial and professional men from rangeskirt
a
short
distance
when
an
opening
150
miles,
where
our
work
was
to
commence
in the mess house, which was paid for by
all parts of the Dominion, desires to express
following day, and we sought rest in tent its
fullest sympathy with the Grange move- appears at our left, through which a little —traversing the whole length of Castle val- Graham, and used while the regiment reand home.
ment, and recommend that the farmers every- brook comes tumbling down. This is Salt ley from southwest to northeast and view- mained there. Subsequently Mudge and
where give it hearty support, not only by en- Creek canyon. There is no snow here, and ing many of its wonders. The valley itself Hiram Suggett put in several wells in CortWEDNESDAY, T H E SECOND DAY,
land, in 1862-'3-'4-'5. In March, 1866, Green
their names as members of the Order, the rugged rocks and mountain sides are
gave us a larger crowd than Tuesday, and rolling
applied
for a patent, which he received in
but
by
earnest
assistance
in
carrying
out
the
is
for
the
most
part
a
desert
bounded
on
the
an excellent bill of intellectual fare. Prof. principles it advocates.
decked out in all the colors of the rainbow. north by the Booh cliffs, on the southeast by 1868. In 1871 he surrendered that patent,
Jordan, of the State College (Agricultural Resolved f urther. That in the opinion of The railroad stakes are sticking along the the San Bafael swells and on the west by the and got a re-issued patent; and it is on this
that all these drive well suits are
College we would make and call it), spoke this meeting the antagonism heretofore line, and in places men are at work grading. Wasatch mountains. It is nearly 200 miles patent
brought. * It is shown by abundant testimotoward the Order by commercial As we penetrate the mountains, the valley long and from five to thirty miles wide. ny
at length in the forenoon. The Indian shown
that wells embodying all the principles
and those engaged in the other narrows, and the rocky sides rise steeper
school from Carlisle, under Major Pratt, men,
claimed were made and in use in Cortland
branches
of
business,
is
uncalled
for;
that,
Several
streams
cross
it
at
different
points,
came to dinner and to occupy an hour upon on the contrary, the heartiest encourage- and higher. A wagon road is dug out along coming down from the Wasatch range and in 1858; and that in Warsaw, in 1858, was
exactly like Green's, and which was
the platform. Addresses were made by ment should be given it by all classes, as its the mountain side, but it is a dangerous passing out to tfte east and southeast by tre- one
used
one
year, as sworn to by five witnesses.
objects
tend
toward
the
prosperity
of
all
Indian boys, and hymns sang by a class of having in view the establishment of a cash place to pass, and. more than one wagon has mendous canyons through the mountains to By over thirty
witnesses it is proved that a
girls. An Indian band played at intervals, system of trade, and the improvement of been rolled down the mountain side. The the Colorado Biver.
drive well was in use in Independence, la.,
in 1861. Fifteen witnesses swear to the exshowing what could be learned within one the social and intellectual condition of the cliffs are from 500 to 2,000 feet high on either
istence of a drive well at Hunt's, in LivingW
e
crossed
the
Quechepa,
Muddy,
Perron,
short year. Bro. J . W . Nicholson, W . M. masses.".
side, and in places it would seem as though Cottonwood, and Huntington Creeks in ston
Co., N. Y., in 1850. Several witnesses
of the New Jersey State Grange, next spoke If the leading business men of the Do- the road were coming to an abrupt end,
swear
that two wells were in use in Saratoga
upon the matter of silk culture in the United minion can endorse and advocate such a res- walled in on every side. But an opening is succession on our way north. Bunning into Co., N. Y., in I860., and in Bensselaer Co
States, showing specimens of cocoons and olution, ought not our smaller local traders sure to present itself on the one hand or the these streapas are numerous washes which N. Y., in 1858. of reeled silk.
to give the Grange an equally good recog- other, and we push on. Presently the form- frequently extend for miles and bring down The record shows that, by stipulation of
great floods of water in times of rain, for the attorneys, the complainants were to close
nition ?
T H E N E W COMMISSIONER,
ation changes, and the rocks assume a dull desert
as the valley is, it has its times of rain, their testimony July 1st, last; that they then
Dr. George Loring, then was introduced and To show how the Brothers and people of gray color. They are wrought into various and when
does rain it rains fbst and furi- asked and obtained until Aug. 16th; that on
told us he knew something about farming Canada prize education, and especially an fantastic forms. They are mostly of sand- ous. Theseit washes
the 12th of August they obtained thirty days
are curious channels, all more
on a two-acre lot in a city of Massachusetts, agricultural education, we quote resolutions stone impregnated with salt, which are dry now. It is common
time, which expired last Saturday
to
find
them
not
and because of his long experience in his upon the subject, given and adopted at the easily worn by the winds,and dissolved with more than two or three feet wide on top and Unless they get more time, the cases will be
tried in October. It looks very much as
city home, and honorary membership of same meeting:—
the rains. The nights are cold and frosty,
or thirty feet deep, and sometimes if they were seeking this delay solely for the
agricultural societies, <fcc., he was chosen to W H E R E A S , Agriculture is an important and in the morning a light snow lies along twenty
of pushing their claims for royalty
you find them two or three hundred feet purpose
his position. Like some new fruits he prom- branch of business, being the foundation the valley. The mountain tops are thickly wide
Cincinnati
Orange Bulletin, October, 1880.
and
nearly
as
deep.
The
banks
of
all
which rests the prosperity of the whole covered. Here and there we find a lone
ises well. H e is pretty good looking and upon
country, therefore it is desirable to pro- pine tree standing beside the creek.
the streams and washes stand very straight
makes a good campaign speech (an old one). mote
E G G S are an article of cheap and nutrithe welfare of this industry; And
up and down, and the same is true of many tious
we do not find on our taW H E R E A S , Education is the one grand
A CONFERENCE
of the mountain sides. These are perfectly bles infoodthewhich
quantity economy demands.
means by which to elevate the farmer's call- The third day out the valley widens, and wonderful
of the Executive Committees and other ing,
in their formation. On either They are very convenient to take to market,
them a social standing, and fit
State officers present, next took place in the themtotogive
this is the disposition which too many
we enter Meadow Gulch. This is a broad, side of the valley vertical mountain walls and
occupy
positions
of
dignity
and
Manager's office. This was a pleasant meet- honor; and an early training is the most meadow-like valley a mile wide, where the rise for hundreds of feet from the foot slopes, farmers make of them. They probably do
fully comprehend how valuable eggs are
ing and one of service to all present, and we productive of the best results; therefore
mountains rise abruptly on either side. then slope back for a distance and rise not
as
food
; that, like milk, an egg is a complete •
Resolved,
That
a
course
of
agricultural
hope to the Order.
The snow lies several feet deep in it, the again as much more, and so on like stories food in itself, containing everything necesstudy
should
be
introduced
into
our
public
the devolopment of a perfect aniThe evening was given to the discussion
road made almost invisible by the drifting in a great building, each one smaller than sary for
especially in our rural sections.
an is manifest from the fact that a
of the topic. " W h a t is the Grange?" by schools,
Resolved, That in the opinion of this winds, and we follow it more by the sense the one below it. It would seem as if the mal,
chick is formed from it.
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TOO MUCH OF A LADY.
When Eve in the garden was plucking the rose
And enjoying the Eden walks shad;,
I wonder if ever she turned up her nose
And sighed, " I'm too much of a lady—
Too much of a lady, dear Adam, to work. ,
A helpmeet was made to be petted:
You keep things in order: I really must shirk,
Though the fact, dear, is deeply regretted."
To-day she has daughters whose delicate hands
Are wholly unfitted for labor:
It almost fatigues them to flutter their fans
When they languidly call on a neighbor.
Their mission on earth is to gossip and dress,
And live upon life's sweetest honey;
They haven't a bother or trouble, unless
Their masculine bank fails infmoney.
It isn't the loveliest thing, to be sure,
To dabble in cooking and dishes;
But never a home was kept tidy and pure
By dainty, seethetical wishes.
I am free to confess there is something in life
More attractive than putting a stitch in;
And many a weary, industrious wife
Isn't deeply in love with her kitchen.
But duty is duty, and dirt a l w a y B dirt;
And only the lazy deny it.
Crocheting is nicer than making a shirt,
But man never yet was clothed by it.
To sit in a parlor, in indolent ease,
Till one grows all fragile and fady,
Or flounce through the streets, silly gazers to
Is being too much of a lady.
Too much of a lady to darn up the hose,
Or govern her house with acumen !
•
Too much of a lady, wherever she goes,
To ever be much of a woman!
The muscles that God made are useless to her,
Except to be wrapped up in satin;
And as for intellect, she would prefer
A bonnet to mastering Latin.
Too much of a lady to own a grand heart,
To be a true daughter or mother!
Too much of a lady to bear a brave part
That ne'er can be borne by another!
By fashion or birth quite too fine for this earth !
When it comes to the Judgment's great pay-day ,
Though our Lord may delight in the lilies in white,
Will He smile on " Too much of a lady ? "

Poor Mrs. Garfield! with what heroism
and fortitude she struggled with hopes and
fears, watching and waiting to see her husband restored to health and to his family.
But in the language of the Psalmist, " I
went out of my house full, and returned to
find it empty." May H e who has promised
to be the widow's God, and a Father to the
fatherless, be to her like the shadow of a
great rock in a weary land.
And that aged mother who so doted on
her James, how her heart is filled with
anguish! But it is only a step for her over
the river. The separation is not of long
duration. She is nearing the other shore,
and she will soon meet him in the better
land.
MYRA.
Our Life Work.
BY S A R A H L. STEDMAN.

" H o w are we working solely for selfish
purposes, and how much to make a place
among us for truth, honor, and justice, that
shall live and bless the future ?"
The above was given me for a subject.
Brothers and sisters, as I look into your faces
to-day I feel assured that these words fall
not upon the ears of men and women whose
lives have been blessed by wealth and leis
ure, but they address themselves to the
understandingof the earnest, constant workers on life's busy fields, the toilers whose
hands and hearts are more than full of life's
daily and hourly cares and burdens.
As you pause for a moment at your work
how the pain, born of those meaning words,
" working.solely for selfish purposes," ting—Cleveland Herald. les along the tired nerves, and burns itself
into the throbbing pulses, and the thought
comes up, A m I thus working for naught,
worse than naught ?
! ' d i e s '
J|4piH|totet|k
I answer, no! my brother, no! my sister:
rarely, if ever, is any human being so utterly wretched as to be cut loose from all sympathy with his fellow men, so isolated as to
In Memoriam—James A. Garfield.
have none to claim his care and support;
and none can labor that the tired hands of
This Monday morning, as I write these father or mother may rest, none labor
lines, a Sabbath-like s illness pervades the that helpless infancy be protected and
atmosphere. Everything seems hushed ; and shielded, that wife or husband be cheered
I imagine that even the gentle breeze, as it or blessed, that the stranger who askes a cup
floats through the Evergreens at thè front of cold water or a morsel of bread may have
door, has a mournful sound as it passes on to his wants supplied,—I say that none who
the fields beyond. We, as a nation, stand as toil for these things will be working solely
it were in the presence of death. It almost for selfish purposes. No. he who shall do
seems as if some member of each household this shall reap a nobler, a sweeter reward
had been taken from it. To-day our beloved than the pampered son of wealth, w h o gives
President will be borne to his last earthly of his abundance his thousands for the same
resting place. His body will be given back objects, but denies himself of not a single
to the mother earth, and his spirit to the pleasure. A widow's mite will be remembered when a Peabody's millions shall have
God who gave it.
for she gave out of her neOne of God's noblemen has fallen : a great been forgotten,
he out of his abundance and that
statesman has passed away. All these sad cessity,
circumstances are veiled in an insolvable which he could no longer retain.
mystery, and weak humanity cannot lift the It is not, then, working for selfish purveil. A soul stamped with purity, nobility, poses to toil for those we love, for those who
and Christianity has gone to eternity to real- have a claim upon us, for a needy brother—
ize the joys that await those who live well and every human being is our brother.
on earth. W e have suffered a great loss as a But let us look well to it that we do not
nation, but how much he has gained ! No toil for the body at the expense of the mind.
more will his pure soul be harrassed by the Let us draw a bold line between our real
perplexing cares of national affairs. No necessities and our imaginary ones. Let us
more shall unjust criticism hurl its anathe* sometimes forget the present moment and
mas at his manner of procedure—for it is not look into the coming years.
all sunshine and pleasure and ease to the Tired mother, as you deny yourself of the
one who occupies this seat of honor, the coveted hour's reading to ply the busy
highest gift of the American people.
needle, remember that your child's soul
All these long years praying people have as well as the body may be hungry, naked
petitioned the Father of all our mercies to and cold. Put one less ruffle upon the
give us a Christian man at ihe head of our little dress, and try to answer wisely the
nation, one who feared God and worked question that is perplexing the hungry little
righteousness, and one who should lead the mind. Its proper solution may add a beauty
people in the way of right and great pros- to that soul that shall indeed be a joy forperity. At last these prayers have been an- ever. Let the little apron sometimes go
swered, and we had for our President a man soiled and torn if your time is needed to
of immaculate character, purity of action, wipe out an impression that would smirch
of Christian fortitude, and indomitable will, that soul's purity.
who, when conscious that he was right, was Looking over memory's pictures I see a
firm as the adamantine rock. But in an un sweet child of five summers; I look into
guarded moment the murderous assassin lovely brown eyes that mirror only truth
shot the fatal bullet and laid him low, and and innocence; that reflect a soul as pure as
after weeks of suffering, borne with wonder- a dew drop, a heart as trusting and guileless
ful patience and fortitude, death kindly re as an angel's. I see a fond mother ever
leased him. It has been a " bitter cup" anxious that that fairy form may be clothed
that has been presented to our lips as a in garments of fine texture and of elaborate
people, and many have asked that "it might make, so concerned, so busy that the eager
pass by." But it was not to be. Perhaps little questioner is told to go and stay in
as a Nation, we needed this lesson and the kitchen with Katie, and not bother
affliction. There has been sin in high m a m a just now. The little hungry mind is
places. " Iniquity stalked forth at noon, sent away unfed and unclothed; turned over
day." Partisan spirit, animosity, and hatred to an ignorant, perhaps corrupt serving girl,
have ruled too much the National affairs. that she may thereby have more time to
A sacrifice had to be made, and James A. fashion a garment that shall fill the little
Garfield, " l i k e a lamb without blemish," mind with pride, vanity, and self conceit.
has been laid upon the altar of his country, Twelve years have passed and our little
Perhaps there will more good arise from his love inspiring child is a young lady of sevsuffering and death, than if this calamity enteen,
vain, frivolous, and selfish. The
had never occurred. A sweet incense will brown eyes
a bold, haughty look. No
arise and float all over our land, finding its longer is thathave
mother
for counsel or
way to every home, and into the hearts of advice. She floats a asked
trifler
on
life's busy
men and. women, and they will be the better stream, leads a life as useless, but
no
for it, and realize, if thfey only will, that it means as harmless as the fitting gnatby that
is not all of life to live, nor of death to die. dances in the summer's sunshine; Dress,
O, that the mantle of his goodness and show, and the adulations of the leering
strength of character might fall upon our libertine are the elements that feed her disnew President and his constitutional advis- eased mind. H e r influence is an atmosers, that they may have abundant wisdom phere of moral and mental death to all who
and discretion that pertain to the best wel. breathe it. Did that mother work that
fare of the Nation, that they walk in and truth, morality, and honor might be placed
on a higher basis? Did she labor wisely for
out before the people carefully.
I t seemed almost like a supernatural pro- that which should live and bless the world?
longation of the life of the president, that As I write I look out over a broad expanse
the mind of the American people might be of lovely field, rising gradually with m a n y
prepared for the event of his death. H a r a pleasing swell and line of beauty. There,
mony has been created, partisan spirit, and a towering field of nature's own planting;
factious feelings have been seemingly to right and left of it fields of fragrant clover,
buried.
dotted over with lovely maple and dark

1

closeness of a dungeon ; no ray of sunshine A nation's hand is raised in horror at the
finds its way through the tightly closed dastardly deed that with one fell blow
blinds. Every curtain is down. The furni- struck our chief executive to the earth, and
ture has a stiff, hearse-like appearance. stretched .him for veary days and weeks
One draws a breath of relief as he recrosses upon a bed of pain and languishing. But
the threshold, and feels still further relieved here is a wretch, and that wretch a husband
and father, who, for year after year has been
as the outer door closes upon him.
Yes, we will look into his barns and sta- striking blow after blow at the quivering
bles. No stint of means here, no lack of hearts of a whole family, and yet the world
comfort for his fine stock, no lack of con- calls this man a successful man, for he has
veniences for himself. That wind-mill is a acquired wealth. His neighbors call him a
fine thing; those pipes, for conveying water fine fellow because he can make himself
into his barn, are exceedingly convenient. agreeable when he chooses. Ah, my hear" Oh, yes; I like to have things handy, and ers, words cannot paint the heart aches, the
it is such a saving of time and strength," blighting anguish many a sensitive child
says our entertainer. But I noticed tbat'bis has to endure at the bands of those who
wife and daughters brought their drinking- should give kindness and sympathy only.
water from the front yard through the sit- How often at the hearthstone of m a n y an
ting and dining rooms. Strange he had not American home of plenty has come to my
thought of pipes there and the saving of mind Elizabeth Barrett Browning's " Cry of
their time and strength, to say nothing of the children."
exposure to winter storms and summer heat. " Do ye hear the children weep, oh my brothers,
the sorrow comes with years P
Yes, those are superb horses, and you can Ere are
leaning their young heads against their
see at half a glance where this successful Theymother's,
cannot stop their tears.
man's pride lies. And why should he not And that lambs
are frisking in the meadows,
be proud of those things ? H e has spent TheTheyoung
young birds are chirping in the nest,
more time and care on those thoroughbred The young fawns are playing with the shadows,
flowers are blooming towards the west;
horses than any child he has. Yes, he has ButThetheyoung
young, young children, oh my brothers.
devoted more care and thought to that fine They are
weeping bitterly !
They are weeping in the playtime of others;
stock than to his wife and children.
In the country of the free.
W i t h what a lordly air he strides over his They
are binding up their hearts away from breaking
broad fields pointing out the productiveness
of this and the convenience of that. W h y With a cerement from the grave."
should he not feel proud of them ? H e has I must beg your pardon for having run so
paid a heavy price for them. To buy this far in this direction, but I feel that is a subhe gave his wife's health; to purchase that, ject that touches very close upon our text. A
his son's education; for that he threw away few years hence and the children will fill our
the priceless wealth of a daughter's love. places, and how shall they live lives of
Surely he has paid a fearful price for each of honor, truth, and justice if their childhood is
them and why should he not be proud of neglected and embittered ?
" Not enjoyment, and not sorrow
his wealth ?
How this thought cheers you in your toil,
Is our destined end or way;
But to live that each to-morrow
"
M
y c h i l d r e n will be benefitted by what I
Shall we call this man's life a success ?
Finds us higher than to-day.''
am doing.they will reap what I am sowing."
How
much
has
he
labored
that
truth,
jusAre we laboring to advance the standard of tice, and honor should find a place in the But take care that an enemy does not sow in
truth, justice, and honor, or are we content world? How much has he done that shall their young hearts, while you are so busy you
if our actions escape by just so much as a live and bless the future ? W h e n he shall cannot watch, a harvest that will choke out
hair's breath the stigma of injustice, false- have passed away will his children revere all and make your toil worse than vain.
hood, and dishonor ? It is astonishing to and
in happy remembrance his memo- Spend more time with the child and less
note the difference between our ideas of ry ? hold
Will
the few acres that will be theirs on the field that you hope will be his years
these cardinal virtues in theory and practice. by inheritance
be any compensation for hence. Spend less time on what you think
Sitting at the tea-table of an acquaintance a dwarfed mind, a childhood robbed of its may make him happy in the future and
the other'day, the conversation turned to gladness, a manhood and womanhood shorn more on what you know will make him
a business transaction wherein a shrewd of its strength and beauty ? Will it give happy now, and virtuous, truthful, honest,
neighbor had taken advantage of a poor them back the beloved mother, who in the and just for all coming time. Every, moman's ignorance to dispose of a worthless prime of life went down to her grave under ment may go freighted with a heavy load of
horse for a sound animal. " A h , " said this her heavy weight of cares and neglect?
your fondest hopes if you are not wise in
father of a family of growing boys " neigh- The picture is not a pleasant one, Let us time.
bor S. made a big thing of i t ; he is shrewd ; go to this man's less successful neighbor. His How are we working,solely for selfish purhe will get along in the world."
farm is less extensive, his buildings less poses and how much to make a place among
'A big thing of it.' Yes it may prove to be pretentious, but an air of comfort pervades us for truth, and justice, that which shall
a big thing when weighed in the balance of the place. " Will you please to walk in," live and bless the future? Questions truly
eternal justice, and the time comes when are the pleasant words that greet us, and full of terrible meaning to every one of us,
that which ye have meted shall be measured looking into the speaker's pleasant face we whether we realize it or not. And perhaps
to you again. Would that father then sit feel sure they come from a kind heart. As the framer meant that we should answer
down and deliberately tell those boys that we enter the cosy sitting room, a tastefully them in regard to our public duties, in referto be successful in life they must be dishon- dressed woman rises to repeat her husband's ence to the claims society has upon us, as to
est, they must lie and cheat; that it is a fine welcome, and in their quiet presence you how fully we are living up to the principles
thing to take advantage of another's ignor- feel that you are quite at home. Your eyes we profess as Grangers, and the teachings of
ance or necessity ? Could he have told them rest with delight upon books, papers, and the Order—all noble and binding duties and
more effectively than he did ?
the thousand little things that bespeak cult- privileges. But, as to what has been done in
W e have such an inborn love of success ure, refinement, and taste. W h a t if the this direction by the Patrons of Husbandry
that we are often tempted to admire it, even carpet is of home made rag, it if neat and as a society, you know better than I can tell
when acquired by unjust or doubtful means. clean. That table is certainly a very inex- you, and in regard to how faithfully we, as
The farmer who is fortunate enough to gain pensive one, but its cover is bright and individuals, have performed our part I leave
a competence, the merchant who counts his pretty and that little vase of flowers is so for each to answer also. There is much
wealth by thousands, the speculator and exquisite that the most elaborate carving here for us to do and I think we rob ourselves
and our brothers also if we fail to perform it,
the railroad king who count theirs by mil- could not please the eye half so much.
lions, the commander who wins the battle, By-and-by the children come trooping in but I think it a secondary duty. All public
are secondary. Our first and highest
in fact all, down to the ragged street urchin
school or their play in the orchard. duties
duty
is
in our homes and to our own families.
who succeeds in getting the better in a fist from
The little ones are so eager for the first kiss W e cannot
our duty there and be true
encounter with his equally begrimmed and from
or papa that they do not notice elsewhere. neglect
W
e
cannot
full duty
tattered fellow unfortunate, all are looked for themama
moment the stranger sitting there. there and fail elsewhere. doIf our
a
life
truth,
up to by their associates, until, with some, The older
ones have made their respectful honor, and justice is lived there we of
will
live
success is always honor, failure always dis- acknowledgment
are quietly gathering it everywhere. If our lives there are pure,
grace. I n m a n y cases the decision should up the little hats and
and bonnets dropped in
principles and aims high, if we seek
be reversed.
such eager haste. You feel assured that pur
our
highest
development, that atmosphere of
Here is a fine farm, broad acres well tilled, love, and not fear rules that happy home virtue, refinement,
culture will be a
commodious barns, a large house, fine stock, and as the oldest son comes in from the field power to bless all whoand
breath
superb horses, the best and most approved you see by his pleasant look and cheerful shall live and bless the future.it, a power that
form of machinery, " surely," you say,"here tone that his labor has not been to him a
is a farmer who has made farming a success,'' wearisome task. H e knows the evening If we truly love our children and seek
"Yes, yes," answers your attendant, " a n d will bring^him the hour's quiet reading, the their highest good we will visit the school
he has large accounts in the bank, he could intelligent and instructive converse of father room where they spend so large a portion of
live without doing another stroke of work and mother, and perhaps some interesting their time, as often as we visit the farm
if he choose. Life with him has been a sue guest from the neighboring town, for it is a where the best blooded stock is found. W e
cess." Not quite so fast m y friend, because place where culture and refinement love to will certainly find as much time to visit the
he has made his business a success, it by no come. After the evening meal if you are a lecture room as well as the theater, the
means proves that his life is a success. Let lover of music you will find some of the Grange meeting as the meeting at the
us have something more than this glimpse happy group ready and willing to play for saloon.
of a life. Let us look into his home.
you.
Would you call that coarse, hard featured As you come away you feel assured that Can Women Take Care of any More Rights?
face the mirror of a beautiful soul ? Can those children in after years will rise
you read there, love, benevolence, and kind up and call their parents blessed. Had After reading the article entitled " Wowill ? Do you think those hard lines, the you visited the barns and stables you man and the ballot,'" by May Maple, I
cold look in those unfeeling eyes, are the would probably have found that less thought I would pen a few stray thoughts
outcome of a life lived in the practice of thought and care were devoted to these than on the subject. I think some of her argutruth, justice, honor, benevolence toward all to the home and family ; yet you know that ments are good and I would cheer her on in
men and malice toward none?
those children will have a heritage of far the good work, if it would be of any benefit
No need to look farther, no need to see greater worth than broad acres and hoarded to women to vote or take on themselves any
his poor, patient wife, toiling every day to bank stocks and lives that will be an more cares or anxieties of mind. A n d
the utmost extent of her strength, his girls honor to their parents and a blessing to the when I hear any one speaking of Adam and
kept from school to save the miserable pit- world, for truth, justice, and integriiy have Eve, and laying all the blame on Eve for
tance of a hired girl's wages, his sons been practiced as well as taught in that eating the forbidden fruit first, she knew
brought up in ignornance, and left at hard pleasant home.
that Adam had just lost a rib and she felt
work until they hate it, and vow they will Do you say that these are uncommon more able to do the work, and if he liked to
leave the farm at the first opportunity—and cases ? By no means. You will find their be waited on as well as most men do, h e
be assured they will.
counterpart in almost any community, but was satisfied to let her do all the chores.
No need to look into the desolate room in with, I am sorry to say, a large percentage Women have a great influence if they are
which all their home life except their sleep- of the former, and among them m a n y with true wives and mothers, in making the laws
ing hours are spent. Walls destitute of a sadder shading. W i t h a feeling that is of the land, and in looking into the future
ornament, unless half-worn coats and caps torture to me comes the picture of one such, it would be hard to tell whether it would be
may be so called, tables furnishing the where a man with more of the brute than better for women to vote or not, and as May
meagerest supply of books and papers. of the human in his make-up, has ruled his M. has written so much on one side I will
" W e have no time to throw away on family with a rod of iron. H e has trampled look on the other, and it may be the means
books," says this lord and master. No need with remorseless heel upon the sensitive of some one else giving their views and we
to look into the parlor of which the owner is heart of wife and child until he has crushed may finally discern which side is best
evidently a little proud, if, indeed, he has out all the affection of one and made him- There are m a n y women w h o have time to
any pride, except in fine stock and abund- self an object of fear and loathing to the read and keep posted about the laws of the
ant crops. One look is enough. It has the other.
land, and know w h o to vote for, and attend

leaved oak, the whole surmounted by a wall
of living green. All is beauty, picturesque,
enchanting beauty, but I never look upon
it without a thiill of pain, and w h y ? Nestled in one of the sheltering nooks is a cottage with nothing but a portion of roof
peeping from among the encircling peach
and apple trees; that, too, is lovely, but that
cottage is the home of a large family of boys
and girls, brought up in ignorance and a
selfish disregard of all that is ennobling and
purifying. A lying, 'thieving set. Sons
grown to manhood's years are satisfied to
roam the woods with a gun upon their
shoulders, with minds as uncultured as the
long gone savage who lived a life as praiseworthy, and passed away and left no record
of a single noble deed, who breathed no
wish for anything higher or better, lived
his aimless, useless life and passed away
leaving the same heritage of ignorance and
degradation to his children, and they to
theirs for generation after generation.
Centuries rolled over their heads, and
Columbus found them still the unprogressive savage of the lone; gone centuries,
and when earth's history shall all have
been written four short words will tell it all,
—they lived and died.
W e live in another age and surrounded by
higher and better conditions of society, but
are we working for any higher and better
aims ? Are we striving to better those conditions? for that they are susceptable of being bettered no one will deny. Are we
simply absorbents, taking all the good that
other minds and hands have wrought, and
giving nothing back in return ? Do we
keep in mind those lines of the poet:—
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the caucuses, etc., and then if their votes
were the same as their husbands i t would
m a k e more votes to count. Where wives
took the opposite side it would be as well for
both to stay at home. It would be quite annoying for me to stand side by side at the
polls with an old countryman,who had been
in this country but a short time, who did
not know wby he voted so and so, but voted
because some one told him to. Our boys
who are highly educated and trained, and
brought up by intelligent mothers, cannot
vote until they are twenty-one, and if the tide
of immigration is not stopped soon where
will our laws be ? If women could vote the
wives of immigrants would vote as soon as
they could become naturalized.
I hope this will not be called a n essay
against womans' rights,for I believe women
should have their rights every time, and it
is not a very smart woman who does not
have them. Now, how in the name of common sense can woman be of any use in making over our laws, who is now made a slave
at home and never allowed to know one
word of her husband's business, while all
t h a t is required of her is to have the house
in order, good meals at regular hours, and to
be as saying as possible, to use but very little
money, and when she does to have it dealt
out in small sums and be admonished to use
it sparingly ? Now, if these wrongs were
made right by women having the ballot I
would be glad to see it. A true wife and
mother does not need an office, and most
women have more cares and anxieties than
they know how to endure now, and the care
of politics would be more than their feeble
natures could endure.

" Maybe he and Milly are coming home But, alas for our hopes, only ten minutes really refreshing to hear her exclaim over
on a visit," said I.
of peace, and then a n ominous " ahem!" the extravagance that we had been guilty of,
" Not so early in the spring as this," re- from father caused us to look up.
and all for the sake of a woman who was
turned Hattie sagely, " M i l l y and house- " Do you know, girls," he asked,"whether fast growing old. But oh ? when we told
MANUFACTURER,
cleaning can't be separated."
mother mended my pants before she went her that we had done it all that she might
W
H
O
L
E
S A L E AND R E T A I L D E A L K B I N
away?
I
should
like
them
to
put
on
in
the
At this moment mother had succeeded i n
live in perpetual youth ; when we whispertearing off the envelope with eager fingers morning. She generally done her mending ed in her ear the lesson we had learned by
and had commenced reading the letter, sud- every week, I believe."
putting ourselves in her place ; when w e
denly twisted her chair around so as to turn " T h e r e ! " burst out Kate, shutting t h e told her what we proposed to do i n t h e
OS Monroe Street.
her face from us, cleared her throat, and book with a bang,while I after one despond- future, that she might live,' not as a slave,
wiped her eyes on the corner of her ging- ing glance at the fascinating pages of " Da- but as a queen among her children, how her
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
ham apron.
vid Copperfield," went to examine t h e heart melted into tears, and with what I take pleasure in presenting to your favorable conmanifest love she clung to us.
" A n y t h i n g the matter, m o t h e r ? " ques- mending basket.
my CASH PRICE LIST of Harness Work
tioned Kate anxiously, while H a t and I sat It was full to the brim; shirts, socks, A n d as the years still come and go, we sideration
—HAND MADE—all of my own manufacture, and
in wbndering silence.
little gigham coats with pockets torn down are reaping a blessed recompense. The rich also to return thanks for the liberal patronage I have
from the different Oranges throughout MichThere was no answer for a moment, then, and buttons pulled half off, with shreds of reward of our struggle with idlness and self- received
I shall do in the future as in the past—furnish
turning slowly toward us, she held out the cloth hangingtothem ; father's pants, and indulgence we see before us in the faces of igan.
the
bestgoods
the least money.
Nellie's school dress with a great rent clear our loved and loving parents, where sits a Farm Harness,forWhite
letter, saying:—
Trimmed Breeching,
" B e a d It aloud, Kate. Milly is taken across the front.
sweet content, and beams a look of youth
Round Lines, Snaps, Rum Straps, and
very ill with typhoid fever, and George has W i t h a doleful sigh I lifted the basket, and once more.
rings, complete,
$29 00
written for me to come to them. Dear child, without a word we sat down to the unwel- They share with us in our pleasures and Thespread
same without Breeching,
26 00
I wish it was so I could go."
come task.
" " with flat Lines,
28 00
our
entertainments
;
we
share
with
them
" Go? " echoed Kate decisively, "of course Nine, ten o'clock came and went and the the otherwise solitary hours, and in the in- " " " » " without breeching,.. 2S
00
you will go, and take one of us girls along basket was not half emptied of its contents. terchange of thought and feelings find wis- Double Light Buggy Harness, white trimmed,
to help nurse, too."
«25 to 30 00
Father, John, Boss, and Nellie gaped and dom we could have gained from no other Thefrom
same, Nickle Trimmed, from
$35 to 50 00
" But the work, m y dear—how will you stretched, and one by one followed the chil- source.
Single
Buggy
Harness,
with
round
lines,
white
manage?"
dren off to bed.
Bejoicing in the knowledge that we are trimmed
13 00
" Some way," said Kate, " let's see; t h e Eleven, and still we sat silent and grim smoothing
for them the rugged pathway of Same with flat lines
12 00
express goes at half-past six, and i t is half- as ghosts, solemnly stitching away a t t h e mortality, we
feel our recompense incorrupt- Nickle Trimmed
$15, $16, $18, $20 and 25 00
past five now—just an hour. Go and get endless rents.
assured that it is as gold laid up ALL ORDERS RECEIVED UNDER SEAL OF
ready, mother, and Cad and I will pack your " Cad," said Kate, at last, jerking out the ible,being
in the treasure house of God. and bringing
THE GRANGE
valise."
words as though sh e hated them, " bow do forth a hundred fold.—Household.
will be shipped at once, and may be returned at my
But your father—"
you like i t ? "
expense if not entirely satisfactory.
" We'll take care of him, never fear; and " Like w h a t ? " I asked, in astonishment.
Address all orders to
he'll be home before you go. Hat, you're not " This life of slavery, this humdrum,
F. A. NORTH'S FEED RACKS.
Yours very respectfully,
good for much at home except to run errands everlasting, sticktoit, unsatisfactory existand keep awake nights, and you can do that ence, With not a speck of spice in the way
A. V A N D E N B E R G ,
there. Get ready as soon as possible and of variety in the whole of it.' Just over and
92 MONBOE STBEET. GRAND RAPIDS.
help mother; she's so excited she'll be sure over, 'round and 'round, until we seek our
to get her dress on hind side before, and for- rest 'low in the ground.' "
get to lace up her shoes."
" Oh K a t e ! " I exclaimed, altnostshocked,
My energetic sister had by this time gath- "not so bad as t h a t ; not nearly so bad as
OF
ered together her clothes, and bringing the that."
valise from the wardrobe, was packing them " Yes, worse than that with many, very
into it in a manner which foretold their many, Cad Bouncewell. Mv plain opinion,
coming out a mass of wrinkles ; I , mean- very plainly expressed, is that women are
L A W .
while looking helplessly on.
fools "
Is recognized by the leading parliamentarians of the
land as the most complete, concise and systematic
By dint of Kate's earnest efforts they were " W h y , Kate!"
work on the modern practice. Every citizen of this
ready in season and when father came home " Don't 'why Kate ' me. Just look at the
republic should have a copy.
JANE WHITEWOOD.
from bis work he found us hailing a street mending basket. I t has beenfilleda n d
It has received strong testimonials from Samuel
car to convey them to the depot.
emptied—filled by our carelessness a n d
Woodstock Grange, No. 438.
E. Adams, Fast Master of the National Grange ; SenAfter we had seen them off, and had re- emptied by our mother's slavish toil; and
ator Ferry, ex-Vice-President of the U. S., and from
entered the house with something of a real- we great, healthy, overgrown girls sat calmthe chief executive officer of the following and other
izing sense of what we had undertaken ly by and saw her do it. And she, weak,
fraternal organizations, viz: Knights of Honor,
unselfish woman that she is, hadn't snap
weighing our minds, Kate enquired :—
Knights and Ladies of Honor, Knights of Pythias,
" Now what's to be done first ? There is enough to rap us over the head for our ugliRoyal Arcanum, Foresters, Grand Army of the Re\ w t k * f l e p a d m e « ! * -supper
to get, of course, and—Nellie can ness."
public, Knights Templar, A. O. W., R. T. of T.,
I. O. G. T., A. J. 0. K. S. B„ I. O. B. B., etc.
wash the dishes. That's all, is it not?"
I opened my mouth to say something, but
Circular of Testimonials sent on application. Prices
" Mother said something about baking, she made such a dab at me with her needle,
(by mail, prepaid), cloth, 50 cents ; plain leather, 75
Slang Phrases.
to-morrow," I sugested, with a vague idea and I desisted.
cents
; leather tucks, $1.
that a certain preparation was generally •'Don't expostulate," she exclaimed, " I
Address, stating where you saw this advertisement,
Uncle Nine: — You may not think this made concerning the bread 'he evening be- hate it. Look at yourself as your are, and
GEORGE T. FISH,
as you have been ever since you were born
suitable for your department, altho' meant fore its manufc cture.
42 Arcade, Rochester, N. Y.
"To-morrow? Well, let to-morrow take —a little useless bit of furniture—and see if
for girls and boys just between hay and care
of itself," so promptly that I was at you don't look ugly. I have been taking just
grass.
once silenced. " Let's see, what's for sup- such a view of myself ever since we've found
How many there are who, without really per ; light bread, cookies, float and cold ourselves trying to fill mother's place and
beef. Very good. The clouds disperse and found we couldn't; and I've got so full of
intending to use coarse expressions, use a the
is once more serene and fair. S e t indignation at myself being so blind, and at
profusion of slang phrases, which, while the sky
mother for being so foolish, that I shall burst
table, Cad, while i make the tea."
sounding "cute," really debase the mind and And now while I am doing this, if the if I don't out with it."
'AND MICHI6AN HOMESTEAD
bias the language of years, if not the whole, reader will take a retrospective glance over " But we can't help it now, Kate," I venEIGHT PAGE, FORTY COLUMN PAPER,
My invention, patented May 10, 1881, re- ANDEVOTED
of after life? Now, can we not do much to our lives up to this point, she will no doubt tured to remonstrate.
TO THE INTERESTS OF AGRIthe better why we were all so " Of course we can't, you goose. T h e latestoa rack of peculiar construction deeradicate this most common error by "Anti- understand
CULTURE I N ALL ITS BRANCHES.
ignorant
of
household
affairs.
signed
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purpose
of
feeding
sheep
and
past
isn't
ours,
but
the
present
is
and
the
Slang-Phrase Societies?"
There was a large family of us—ten chil- future may be. That is what I am coming other animals, the structure being deSome parent will say, " I can teach my dren in all. John, master workman in one at exactly. W e must not let father and signed with special reference to a n equal CHEAPEST PAPER PUBLISHED*!
distribution of the feed, to the protection of
the machine shops i n the flourishing mother die yet awhile."
children to talk better than a party of chil- of
the
attendant from the animals, and to the Many of the ablest farmers and writers of Western
manufacturing
town
of
which
which
we
"
Die!"
I
exclaimed,
shocked
beyond
exdren gathered in my sitting room." Bight, were residents; Milly, the married sister pression.
points of cheapness, durability, and facility Michigan are regular contributors to the World and
mother,when they are children, but there is a and a general favorite; Katy and myself, " Yes, Caddy ; I dadn't notice it any more of operation. It will be noticed that t h e Homestead. The series of articles now running, en" Farmers' Relation to Law," being an exhausperiod when even mother's influence is dis- twins, but totally unlike, both in looks and than you have until the past two weeks; rack constructed affords feed openings on titled
tive treatisq of the law of highways, titles, fences^
; Hattie, a studious girl of six- but it seems to me now that I could count ev- both sides, that t h e two independent drainage,
regarded, when we ajre too large to be chil- disposition
estrays, patent-rights, etc., etc., are well
; Boss, a boistrous school boy of four- ery furrow in father's careworn brow, and troughs prevent the animals on one side
five times the subscription price of the paper.
dren and too small to be men and women. teen
teen ; Nellie, a delicate, petted child every thread of mother's whitening hair. from obtaining the food from those on the worth
The
Grange
interests and Grange news form a
Those from 12 to 16 are the ones I am talk- of eleven; and three little boys in a They are old beyond their years,Caddy; they other, and that by means of the central in- special feature, and
are at all times fully represented.
ternal
board
the
attendant
can
pass
freely
row. aged respectively nine, seven, and have been worked to death, aDd because
ing to, but older ones might profit by it.
The Home Department is in the hands of a pracback
and
forth
through
the
interior
without
loved us so well as to bear it all patient- stepping in the trough or having any in- tical housekeeper, and is carefully and ably conW e hear of such societies, sometimes, four, whom we called Tip, Earl, and Ben- they
ducted.
ly. we never saw it."
spoken of in a cynical, slang way, but I will nie.
terference with the animals outside, also Its market reports are fuller and more reliable
And
mother
did
the
work
for
us
all.
I
Kate's
voice
was
all
in
a
tremor,
and
I
the strips or slats serve as a means of sepa- than can be found in any other paper published in
tell you of a real, bona fide one. When m y don't know how she managed it, but she did. burst into tears.
the animals so that each may obtain Western Michigan.
parents joined the Grange, there were four Milly was the only one who had taken to " Mother is an intellectual woman," she rating
proper
proportion of the food. On each TERMS.—$1'.60 per year; trial trip (three months)
housework,
and
mother
was
one
of
those
went
on
in
a
moment,
"
with
a
mind
capaof us left alone till midnight once a week, domestic burden bearers who never considside of the Back I suspend by swinging for 25 cents (eight three-cent stamps).
ble
of
rare
development.
But
how
much
and the neighbors, being kindly disposed, er their burden so heavy but they can add time do you suppose she has had for reading links a board in such a manner that t h e Subscriptions can commence at any time. Send
board may be raised or lowered across the stamp for sample copies. Address,
loaned us all their girls. I was the oldest, another trifle. Father had never been fort- and reflection beyond the wants and neces- outside
of the feed openings to prevent the
F. M. C A R R O L L A CO.,
about 12 years. W e put the two little ones unate pecuniarily; and being anxious to sities of her large family?" And don't you animals
from having access thereto, or elegive
all
their
children
a
good
education,
the
know,
Cad,
how
often
we
have
excused
ourto bed and organized a society "to keep from labor of saving for this end was added to selves from reading aloud to her, letting her vated above the openings so as to leave 2 5 C A N A L S T B E E T , - - G B A N D R A P I D S , M I C H .
N. B . — T h e Agricultural World and G B A N G B V I S them exposed. And standing at one end ITOR
using bad words." There were seven ol us, their other toil.
both one year for $1.50.
sit digging away into this very basket, soli- you
can
elevate
this
board
by
one
move
of
all told. We initiated by regular rules, and And then, like many anpther good and un- tary and alone through the long evening as many racks in a line,and ,divide your flocks
had discussions (interesting, no doubt), se- selfish, but unwise mother, she allowed u s hours? I fairly hate myself when I come to as you wish and do away with the old pracof it."
lect readings, and many ways of enjoying our own way and spoiled us through indul- think
tice of shifting from one yard to another.
; and as we often heard her say she I did too by this time, and I said so.
are guards to throw the feed inward to
ourselves, closing with a visit to the pantry. gence
" B u t , Kate," I added, " i s n ' t there a There
would rather do a thing herself thantotake
prevent the hayseed and other impurities
This is very juvenile, I know, but of all the troubletoteach us how, we felt as it we a bright side to it somewhere?"
entering the fleece of the animals. I t
were actually conferring a favor upon her " W e can make one," she answered decis- isfrom
the twenty summers I have counted, none, by
used with equal advantage for mush feeds,
letting
things
alone.
ively. " I have been thinking of that; how grains or all kinds, and for hay. I f there
nor all, have helped me so much in that re
To be sure we could sweep, dust, wash would it do to work and get the house clean- is hay in the rack it does not prevent your
gard as the five months we held our "Anti- dishes,
and make beds, and were familiar ing all done before she gets home ? I t will feeding grain in them. You can use the
Slang-Phrase Society." Young people can with some
Cuts Mix, fiiifht and Ten Feet.
of the minor details of cookery : be vacation next week, and Boss and Nellie lumber in your old racks. They can be
Best Harrow made. Cuts every inch of ground,
made of any length of lumber.
meet in this manner and enjoy themselves but to keep the domestic machinery well will be here to help us."
and adapted to all kinds of soil. Peculiar shape of
and in constant motion, wastous like To this plan I gladly consented, and then
and improve their minds i n various ways, oiled
tooth makes it easy of draft, and leaves the ground
trying
to
speak
in
an
unknown
tongue.
For
further
information,
address:
we
all
went
to
bed.
light and mellow. Believes itself of all obstructions.
besides being free from the use of slang.
And so now, without any adequate know- W h e n we arose next morning it was with
F. A. N O R T H , Inventor,
compact for shipment.
Many of you will s a y , " I don't use slang." edge of work and its responsibilities, w e very different views of life and its stern
Ionia, Ionia Co., Mich. Bundled very
P H E L P S <fc BIGKLOW W . M. CO.,
Ijul6m
Now, watch and see how m a n y of you will found ourselves with a mountain of difficul- realities from what we had ever cherished P. O. Box 555.
Kalamazoo, Mich.
tosurmount, and a pretty mess we before.
use a slang phrase in one week, and if at the ties
made
of
it,
for
a
few
days,
too.
But
we
were
determined
to
enter
into
the
end of the week you havn't said " I'll bet It was not difficulttoget through supper, conflict armed with a strength higher than
you," " y o u bet," "cheese the racket," for, thanks to mother's provident hands, our
own, and through thattoconquer.
Kept in the office of the Secretary of the
" that's cheeky," or any of the current ex- there was plenty prepared for that meal; And we did.
DAY <& TAYLOR,
but when, next morning we found the bread Two weeks more and the house wore a
pressions, then I will agree with you. How was
MICHIGAN
STATE GRANGE,
the cookies all gone, and not a new aspect from cellar to garret; everything
Grandville, Mich.,
much more refined to say, " I do not think singleout,
And tent out Poet Paid, on Receipt of Oath Order,
stray pie for dinner, our troubles was as fresh and clean as could be, and well
over the teal of a Subordinate Grange, and the
you will," than " I bet you wont," and no began—and they broadened and deepened repaid for our toil.
Are prepared to furnish LAND PLASTER, fresh
signature of its Matter or Secretary.
with every passing moment, as we became One spot in the touse was a n especial ground, at contract prices, made with the Executive
more breath wasted.
Committee
of
the
State
Orange.
aware
that
making
bread
and
pastry
was
a
attraction,
and
that
was
mother
and
father's
76
W h o said, " People who live in glass branch of education that had been terribly room; hitherto a bare, sparsely furnish- A large stock on hand of pure, finely-ground Porcelain Ballot Marbles, per hundred,
Blank Book, ledger ruled,forSecretary to keep
LAND PLASTER.
houses must not throw stones?" 'Tis be- neglected; and when about 10 o'clock, fa ed
apartment,
with
the
same
stamp
of
selfaccounts with members,..)
loo
Send us your Orders direct.
cause I occupy that very glass house I have ther, in blissful ignorance of the novices in denial upon it that bad always been upon janl-ly
Record Books, (Express paid),
i 00
DA'S & TAYLOR Blank
charge
at-home,
sent
up
a
sirloin
roast
and
Order
Book,
containing
100
Orders
on
the
Treaseverything
that
was
individually
their
own
cast this stone, hoping each one of you will the information that a stranger would
urer,
with
stub,
well
bound,
go
—but
now
the
most
cheery,
tastefully
arcast a stone until those houses of glass are dine with us, and fifteen minutes later the
Receipt Book, containing 100 Receipts from
of any room in the house.
Treasurer to Secretary, with stub, well bound, 60
all demolished. Let us hear from some of washerwoman brought in the clothes for us ranged
W
e
girls
had
planned
the
renovation,
and
50
to iron, I was ready to melt into tears, and John—dear, good, honest fellow,—had lov- This powder has been in use for many years. I t Blank Receipts for dues, per 100, bound,
the cousins in this matter. Slang is slighted Kate
Applications
for Membership, per 100,
I 60
is largely used by the farmers of Pennsylvania, and Membership Cards,
and but little pains taken to correct it, and to her.was so cross it was dangerous to speak ingly paid the bills.
per
100,
50
Patrons of that State have bought over 100,000 Withdrawal Cards, per doz.,
And now, with all in readiness for her the
'. '. ". '. '. 25
yet what more important subject is there O, that weary, weary day! But only the coming,
pounds through their purchasing agents. Its compo- Dimits,
with
a
well
cooked
meal
upon
the
per doz.,
26
sition
is no secret. The receipt is on every bos and By-Lawsinofenvelopes,
than that our language should be kept pure beginning of many similar ones that follow- table, with an air of thrift and neatness on 5-poundpackage.
It is made by Dr. L. Oberholtzer's per doz., the State Grange, single copies 10c, n
and proper? And, boys and girls, it rests ed it.
everything, which gave the utmost satisfac- Sons & Co., Phoenixville, Pa. It keeps stock healthy By-Laws, bound,
20
and in good condition. It helps to digest and assimi- " Glad Echoes," with music, Single copy 16 ""**
with you to determine the language of the H o w welonged for mother's skillful hands tion, we looked for our mother home.
cts.
late the food. Horses will do more work, with less
to straighten out the tangled threads which But when she came—when we saw the food
next century.
GRANGER GIRL.
using it. Cows will give more milk and P«R DOZsingle copy,
1 80
pur awkward fingers had managed to pro- dear face looked out of the back window to be in while
40
better condition. It keeps poultry healthy, and Rituals,
Coloma, Mich., Sept. 9,1881.
duce.
catch a glance of home and its treasured in- increases
" per.doz.,
2 40
the production of eggs. It is also of great
There was something t o be done from mates—the revulsion of feeling was too
" for Fifth Degree, for Pomona Granges,
to them when molting. It is sold at the lowest
Recompense.
early morn till late at night; so that no much for us, and we ran behind the door to value
per
copy
wholesale price bv R. E. JAMES, KAIIAXAZOO,
sooner did we fancy ourselves free for half hide our tears.
OEO. W . HELL i CO., 80 W O O D B B I D G E ST., D E - Blank "Articles of Association" for the Incorpoof Subordinate Granges, with Copy of
" A letter frota George," exclaimed sister an hour than some duty undone would stare Such a foolish thing! but we did not stay TBOIT, and J. M. CHAMBERS, 163 So. W A T K B S T . , ration
Charter, all complete
yj
CHICAGO. Put up in 60-lb. boxes (loose), price E I G H T
Kate, coming in from the post office and us in the face, or the children would come long.
lb., 30-lb. boxes (of 6 5-lb. packages, T E W Notice to Delinquent Members, per 100,..".".."... 40
holding up for our inspection a large yellow in with clamoring tongues and empty stom- She called us as she came in, and we came CC EE NN TT SS per
Declaration
of
Purposes,
per
doz.,
6cl'"per
p e r lb.
and in a few days I became addicted out of our hiding-place, all tear stained as
envelope. " A n d addressed to mother; isn't achs;
hundred,....
40
to chronic fretfulness, while Kate was we were, and greeted i>er.
it f u n n y ? "
American Manual of Parliamentary Law *" 50
" To m e ! " exclaimed mother in turn, lay- transformed into a veritable scold.
And such a time we had taking her over W I S C O N S I N
"
"
»
« 'auing down the blue sock she was mending J o h n scowled over the miserable meals; the house and witnessing her delight and
rocco Tuck,)
_ _ _ J QQ
Address of J. J. Woodman before the Nationand smoothing her apron as though she Boss teased us in every vulnerable point; surprise, mingled with little soft-hearted re- 500,000 Acres
al
Grange—per
dozen
20
bukes
for
our
working
so
hard
while
she
was
but
poor,
patient,
father
pitied
our
often
were going to take the baby, " dear m e ! "
Address of Thos. K. Beecher—per d o z e n " . 1 0
" W h y , how q u e e r ! " said Hattie, drop- infirmities, and ate what was set before him gone. But when she came upon her own
ON T S E L I N E : OF T H E
Digest of Law sand Rulings,
] 40
room, and her eyes fell upon the bright, new
ping her book and looking at Kate wonder- for conscience' sake.
W I S C O N S I N CENTRAL. R. R .
Address,
J . T. COBB,
ingly. " George hasn't written to any of us I t went on i n this way for a fortnight, carpet, the bed with its snowy spread and For fall particulars, which will be sent free, address
pillows, the easy chair, and dressing
in an age, and never to ma. W h a t secret's when, after a very trying day, we took our ruffled
SXO'T Mica. STATI GBANGB,
CHARLES L. COLBY, Land Commissioner,
table with all its little appointments, it was
books and sat down for a quiet evening.
brewing BOW, I wonder? "
Milwaukee, Wis.
S C H O O L C R A F T , MICH

HARNESS, WHIPS, BLANKETS, TRUNKS, R ,

AMERICAN MANUAL

PARLIAMENTARY

VIBRATOR HARROW.

HEADQUARTERS FOR LAND PLASTER.

German Horse and Cow Powders.

1

LANDS

0

8
A Mr. Quarterman is representing that he
is manufacturing a Paint equal to, or the
same as the Ingersoll Beady Mixed Paint.
The facts are that previous to 1876, A. M.
Ingersoll manufactured under the Jas. Quarterman patent, but the paint proved to be
poor and unreliable, and large quantities
were returned as unfit for use, and great
dissatisfaction was expressed b y others.
Good paint was sent to many, at great expense, and Mr. Quarterman's patent was
returned to his heirs as perfectly worthless.
Since 1876 the Ingersoll Paint has been an
entirely different article and gives perfect
satisfaction, which we guarantee. It is unquestionably the best and cheapest paint in
existence.
PATBONS' P A I N T W O R K S ,
162 South St., New York.
N. B.—Send for our new elegant Color
Card. Freight paid as heretofore.

AINT

ATRONS'

Patrons, Caution !

GEORGE W. HILL,

80 Woodbridge St., West,
Detroit, Mich., Oct. 7,1881.

D E A R S I R : — I have decided to make every
Grange the following offer, which will give
each family represented an opportunity of
saving a considerable amount on their groceries, and at the same time will be little or
no trouble to the Secretary to transact the
business.
I will send to any Grange, upon receipt of
order with SEAL, the articles named in subjoined list, and if goods are not lower in
price than at home stores, and not in E V E R Y
RESPECT perfectly satisfactory they may be
returned at MY expense of freight BOTH
WAYS.
My cases are made and arranged expressly for the purpose; goods cannot get
damaged, or mixed; lids have hinges, and
screwed down, the whole is a complete little
GROCERY STORE; prices guaranteed two
weeks. Don't be confined to the list if anything else is wanted, but I do want the case
to go out complete. I am trying to solve the
problem of how I can - supply each Grange
with their goods — especially Groceries—at
the lowest prices, with the least expense to
myself and least trouble to the Secretary..so
that it will be to our mutual advantage. I
think I have hit on the right plan, but may
have to make some changes. If you ever
expect to be benefited pecuniarily, accept
m y offer and try my plan long enough for
me to get it into practical order.
O R D E R NO. ONE.

121be. Best Jap. Ti
46c
24 " Best Bio Coffee in 21b4 " Pkgs,
" 16c
6 " Gloss Starch
1 " " 7èc
6 " Corn Starch
1 « " 8èc
12 " Good Soap
1 * «' 6ic
12 " Baking Bowder 2 " " 20c
12 " Cream Tartar, 2'" « 25c
6 '* Ground Pepper 1 « " 20c
6 " Ground Ginger 1 « « 25c
3 u Nutmeg
i " " 81.00...

»5 40
3 84
45
51
78
. . . . 2 40
. . . . 3 00
. . . . 1 20
. . . . 1 50
. . . . 3 00
.. <22 08

E m p t y cases to be returned very soon.

Ingersolf's Pure Ready-mixed Paints,

SEND

FOR CATALOGUE.
SALT.

MASTERS and SECRETARIES

Please write under Seal,

162 SOUTH STREET,
NEW

Send for Color-card and Prices.

C. G . L U C E .

& D U N C A N , Schoolcralt, Mich.,
After thoroughly testing your Creamer and Butter
Cooler for the past two months, we can say that in
all respects it is a complete success. It not only
saves a great amount of labor, but furnishes a cheap
and convenient place for milk and butter. During
the extreme hot weather and thunder showers, our
milk remains sweet. We have the same grade and
quantity of butter without the use of ice. It is simple in its arrangement, and is easily kept clean ; and
lastly but not least, we regard it as possessing that
essential quality of being a time and labor saving
arrangement for making butter, and can cheerfully
recommend ittoall.
L. F. COX & WIFE
Portage, July 30, 1881.
MCCAI.L

For CONFIDENTIAL Circulars.

YORK.

COOLING MILK and BUTTER. HUSBANDS
M O T H E R S

WIVES !

OF SICKLY-

OF drooping

D A U G H T E R S !

SHOULD E N O W O F •

DR. R. PENGELLY'S " WOMAN'S FRIEND," IMPROVED!

It is a S O V E R E I G N R U M E U Y for
Those Complaints (they need no naming) peculiar to W O M E N , YOUNG or OLD, NOT A C U R E A L L , Claiming t o annihilate Jaundice, Diabetes, Bright's Disease, Gravel, and everything else which
afflicts M E N EVEN MORE THAN W O M E N .
It works in ONE LINE and in that line it excels. The tender, Nervous Girl, the anxious, expectant
Mother, the overburdened Housewife, the Matron, passing the critical change, are all guarded, soothed and
sustained by its Gentle Influence, It is the prescription of an experienced Physician, perfected during a
life-long practice, and its nine years of public record, in 30 different States, have proved it rightly named
A FRIEND INDEED TO WOMAN. The good words of those who use it are its best advertisement.
An 8-ounce (SI.00) bottle, or a 20-ounce ($2.00) bottle sent on receipt of price, express prepaid, also
references and testimonials, on application to
Ft- P E N G E L L Y & CO.,
KALAMAZOO, MICH. (FOBMEBLT O F PLAINWELL.)
Sold b y D r n g g U t a generally a n d L a d y Agents. S w i f t
Dodds, and Farrand, Williams
* Co-, Detroit. Morrison, Plummer & Co., Chicago.

EVERY FARMER IN THE COUNTRY SHOULD EXAMINE THE

New Combined Spring Tooth Sulky Harrow
C ULTIVATOR AND SEEDER.

Manufactured by

THE SCHAU & SCHUSTER SULKY
HARROW AND

SEEDER COMPANY,

Kalamazoo,

Michigan.

A s a combined machine, i t stands onrivalled .in excellence, doing the work of
a Harrow and Seed Sower most thoroughly and satisfactorily. I t has taken high
rank a t once as O N E O F T H E V E R T
BEST IMPLEMENTS FOR T H E USES
D E S I G N E D E V E R I N V E N T E D . Sows
all kinds of gr&in and grass seeds. T h e Harrow does not trail, and is oi lighter
draft than any other Harrow in the market, I t received first premium and diplomas
wherever shown in 1880.
SOMETHING

one-third the labor. The Cooler will keep butter in
a splendid condition for any length of time. It certainly is as necessarytohave a place for the preserving of butter until ready for market, as for the raising of cream. After using it through the heat of the
summer, I find the Cooler an indispensable addition
to the Creamer. You will always find me a true
friend and warm advocate of the Acme Creamer and
Butter Cooler.
MBS. O. H. FELLOWS.
Prairie Bonde, Mich., July, 1881.

ENTIRELY

NEWI

THE CHAMPION B A R B E D W I R E
Is Easily Seen, Most Effective, and Least Dangerous to Stock of any Barbed Wire known.

Send for Circular and Price List.
Barbed Wire, Dry Goods, Groceries, Sewing Machines, Scales»
McCALL & DUNCAN,
Seeds, Hardware, Watches, Clocks, Plated Ware, &c., &c.
junel5-tf.
SCHOOLCRAFT, M I C H .

POULTRY BULLETIN.

In Fact, Everything Xou Want, of Your State Business Agency.

t
Commission merchant, 181 South Water Street, Chicago, 111.
STATE BUSINESS AGENT. N. B.-All goods bought on your order at WHOLEThe Bulletin is a large, beautifully illustrated. Monthly Magazine, published in
New York City. I t is devoted to the breeding and management of thoroughbred stock. oALxi BATES on day of purchase. Terms strictly cash.

I t is the oldest journal of its class in the world. I t believes in new ideas and aims t o
give its subscribers what they pay for:

Good, Live, Interesting, Valuable Reading.

PATRONS,

TRY ME,

And Judge for Yourselves.

If you take any paper of the sort, you want the Bulletin, If you keep Poultry or
pet stock of any kind, you want the Bulletin. I t costs but a small
sum,
©1.25
sept.l5tf

PER

ADDEBSS

*

T B I

5 - T O H

WAGON SCALES.
ARE SOLD FOR §60.

Stands without a rival in assorting grain and seeds.
Separates and grades grain and seeds of all kinds; All Iron and Steel. Sold on trial—freight paid by
POULTRY BULLETIN,
cleans perfectly; has six fans, is simple, runs easily,
« 2 Courtlandt St., N e w York. X . Y. and works rapidly. Agitator in hopper, with lever us—no money asked till tested and found satisfacand ratchet for regulating feed. The sieves are well tory. All sizes manufactured.
made of coppered and annealed wire cloth; other
JONES OF BINGHAMPTON,
parts of the most durable material. The Eureka is
the only mill in America that makes
B i n g h a m p t o n , 1C. Y .
Pour complete Separations on two Send for Circulars and further particulars.

YEAR,

A. L. LAKEY & B1GEL0W,

Kalamazoo Faint asi Roofing Works,
Manufacturers of

MIXED PAINTS, ROOFING MATERIAL, &c,
All Kinds of Painters' Goods,
- A N D DEALEEB IN —

AT W H O L E S A L E AND RETAIL.

PLEASE CALL AND SEE OUR STOCK AT

LAMP CHIMNEYS ARE PACKED SIX
D O Z E N I NA CASE.
Size "0"—smallest—40c per doz, or $2 40 per case, 52 and 54 NORTH BUEDICE STREET,
KALAMAZOO, MICH.
•i »1»—medium—45« - " " $2 70 " "
« »2"— large —60c " - " * 60 " "
Sold by the case only.
1 Bushel Baskets,
<2 00 per doz.
E A L A M A Z O O
OYSTEBS IN CANS AND BULK.
SOGER'S PLATED WARE.
SCALES OF ALL SIZES AND KINDS.
3

ORES,

OFFICE,

MANUFACTURERS OF

W e present herewith an illustration of the Acme Creamer and Butter Cooler, manufactured by us at Schoolcraft,
Michigan.
The advantage claimed for
this Creamer over its competitors, is its combination of
^^^^^^^^
FARM FOB. SALE.
Creamer and Butter Cooler at
"^RBfiSEfflI
prices within reach of all.
The subscriber having retired from his farm on The water tank is lined
account of failing health, now offera a portion of it with zinc, wjth an air space
the wood tank,
for sale, containing 148 acres under a good state of betweenisit and
lined with heavy
improvement, good fences, and living water in every which
waterproof paper.
field, good buildings of all kinds required on a large inodorous
It has double doors, with an
farm, a good bearing orchard. Will sell with or sep- air space between, making it
Mil
B U I IHHi1l 1i
arately, all the stock, teams, machinery and utensils, the most perfect non-conducconsisting of 4 horses, 35 head of cattle, 11 of which tor of heat or cold.
• i i l S i i i l l l i l 111111
are thorough-bred Short Horns, and the balance high The Butter Cooler or Safe
is
made
of
galvanized
iron,
•
• ¡ i i i i i i i a ¡ ¡ ¡ I I I IUI 1 I i i
grades of the same breed, among which are 8 A No. 1 and is so placed in the watermilch cows; 235 fine wool Merino sheep, a number of tank that it is wholly sur- w\ •' - iBBMf
l l flB 'lilMPltl"!]ll'!M
hogs and poultry; Empire nine-hoe combined grain rounded by water, which
drill; Buckeye wheel cultivator; a two-horse tread keeps it at a low temperature.
power, stalk cutter, root cutter, field roller, and other It is not only used as a Butter Cooler, but as a receptacle for fresh meats and all articles
implements too numerous to mention. FriceB and for family use usually kept in an ice refrigerator, and at no extra expense or labor, as the
terms easy. For further particulars inquire of R. G. water that is usedtocool the milk is sufficient to keep the cooler at desired temperature.
The milk cans are twenty inches high, holding eighteen quarts. They have a venBostwick on the premises situated on section 30 in tilator
the cover that allows all the gasestopass off while the milk is cooling, making
the town of Cannon, Kent county, Mich., 4} miles a betterinquality
of butter than can be produced with cans that are sealed tight before the
southeast of Belmont station, G. B. <t I. B. B., or of gases or animal heat
is allowed to pass off. These cans, when filled with milk, are placed
the subscriber at Lowell.
M. B. HINE. in the water tank beside the Cooler, and are surrounded and rapidly cooled by the water
flowing
among
them.
Lowell, Aug. 8,1881.
Isept4t
The skimming is done perfectly by an arrangement upon the side of the milk can,
and so simple that a child ten years old can skim a can in less than a minute.
Alabastine
By this process the cream is first drawn off, leaving all sediments in the milk instead
Is the only preparation based on t h eof drawing off the milk and gathering all the impurities in the cream, such as thicky
proper principles to constitute a durable substance, often streaked with blood, which many times escape the observation of the
finish for walls, as it is not held on the wall most careful butter makers. This gives the butter made by the Acme system, a reputation
with glue, etc., to decay, but is a Stone Ce- for purity, which insures a better price and more ready sale.
ment that hardens with age, and every adThe Acme Creamer and Butter Cooler saves two-thirds the labor in butter making
ditional coat strengthens the wall. Is ready it is easily handled, and produces an even grade of butter, both Winter and Summer^
for use by adding hot water, and easily ap- which sells at a remunerative price to the producer. I t is so arranged that all the water
plied by anyone.
pumpedforthe stock, either by wind power or by hand, passes through the tank, that
Fifty cents' worth of A L A B A S T I N E will being sufficient, no extra labor is required. Farmers should investigate this system, and
cover 50 square yards of average wall with not stick so tenaciously to the old way, and be obliged, as they often are.tosell their
two coats: and one coat will produce better butter at ruinously low prices.
McCALL & DUNCAN.
work than can be done with one coat of any Schoolcraft, Mich., August, 1881.
other preparation on the same surface.
MICHIGAN STATE GRANGE,
}
M E S S E S . M C C A L L & D U N C A N , Schoolcraft, Mich.,
For sale by paint dealers everywhere.
MASTEB'S OFFICE,
V
have given the Acme Creamer a thorough trial,
GLLEAD, MICH., August 23d, 1881. S byI setting
Bend for circular containing the twelve
equal amounts of milk in the Creamer and
SSES. MCCALL & DUNCAN :
beautiful tints. Manufactured only by AL- M EGentlemen,—We
shallow pans in the cellar: From the shallow
have now tested the Acme Creamer in
ABASTINE Co.
pans I made 2} lbs. of butter; from the Creamer
until we are.satisfied that it is a good thing. I t lbs.,
M. B. C H U R C H . Manager,
better quality. I can make more butter
less work with an equal amount of better and aand
great deal better quality in the Creamer with
juyl-tf.
Grand Rapids, Mich. makes
butter than with pans. Yours truly,
OFFICE OF

OCTOBER 15, 1881.
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POST

PAID.

Farmers and Patrons
of t h e

" V I S I T O R , "

ARE you in need of a
W I N D M I L L ?
If so, read the following:
THE UNDERSIGNED

Wlltn

MILL

CO.,

XANUFACTUBEBS O P

WOLCOTT'S
PATENT

SELF- REG ULATIN G

Sieves at one operation-

it separates cockle, chess, mustard, redroot, dock,
PAW, Mich., May 18th, 1878.
or any other small seed from your wheat; making J O N B B OF B I N G HPAW
MTON :
one grade, of seed wheat, taking the shrunk and Mv Scales give Aentire
I have subjectcraoked wheat out and cleaning it for market at the ed it to the most severesatisfaction.
find it not only
same time, besides putting the small foul seeds that correct in weighing largetestsorand
small amounts, but
may be in tfie grain perfectly clean by itself, also the
cockle and chess by itself. The Eureka does all of perfectly reliable.
Tours,
Fraternally,
this in running the grain once through the mill. One
dollar in cash will be given for every cockle or chess [Signed]
J. J. WOODMAN.
that can be found in the seed wheat after being once
3 in—lyr
run through the mill when properly adjusted. This
mill was awarded the highest medal at Philadelphia
in 1876, also at the last two State fairs of Michigan.
Manufactured by
HENRY
CORTRITE,
For terms to Patrons address
Lansing, Mich.
T. J. SHOEMAKER,
Sec'y 637, Mt. Clemens, Mich.

Bindery Work I

Peach Trees! Peach Trees!

MAGAZINES
—AND-

OFFER a large lot of CHOICE PEACH BOOKS FOR HE-BINDING*
SECTIONAL - WHEEL WIND MILL, WETREES
for sale at prices that defy competition,
ARE now prepared to furnish Mills on short notice.

We employ but few Agents: we prefer to deal di- Xu Lots to Suit Purchasers.
Send all work of this kind to us.
rectly with the farmers. Remember, the Wind Mill
Our bindery pays special attention to
A GENERAL ASSORTMENT OF
we offer you is not a new and untried Mill, for it
this work, and parties sending orhas been built in Albion for the past nine years, and
C Í O I ^ G ^ ,
S > i f >
ders to us will have prompt attention.
has stood the test. We can furnish any number of NURSERY STOCK,
Grange Records and Blanks, County,
Testimonials, from ten or more different States. We
Bank, Commercial Work, and estihave made many new and useful improvements from
PLANTS, VOTES AND EVEBGBEEHS.
mates made on all classes of Printing
year to year, until we now have as good a Mill as Address
and Binding.
BUTTRICK & WATTERSON,
can be found in the market—we might, like others,
say the best, but we leave it to you to judge for yourThe Ee-binding of School and
Proprietors
of
"
Kent
Co.
Pomona
Nurseries,"
Observe the following changes in Prices from my
self. All we ask is that you give our Mill a trial. I t
Sunday School libraries
last List:
septl-3m
CASCADE, K E N T CO., M I C H .
costs
you
nothing
to
make
the
trial;
if
not
satisSyrup and Molasses,.about 6to10c per gal. advance
is an important branch of our business.
factory,
we
take
it
away
at
our
own
expense.
45 to 60c per box
Raisins,
Derricks, Pumps, Tanks and Piping furnished
Peanuts,
" 2c per pound
FENNO & MANNING,
Correspondence from Librarians, School Director*
with or without Mills.
Hatches,
" 30c per gross
INSTITUTE,
Brooms,
" 25c per doz.
You
can
save
time
and
money
by
writing
at
and
Business Men all over the country SOLICITED.
Fins-cut Tobacco, . . . « 5 to 10« per pound
Offers superior advantages to young Men and Women once for Circulars and Price List to
Smoking - . . . " 2 to 5c " "
who wish to qualifyforbusiness. Send for Journal
KALAMAZOO PUBLISHING COMPANY,
lc
Soap of all kiuds,.
UNION WIND MILL $ MAN'F'O CO.,
117 Federal St., Boston.
Beat Family Cracker« 7lo per lb. and 25c for barrel. giving particulars.
Postoffice Block,
septl5-'81tf
Albion, Mich. Consignments Solicited and Cash Advance* Made.
KALAMAZOO*
W. F. PARSONS. Prest.
Oetiatf
I will furnish Salt for stock and fertilizing purposes, IN BULK, on board cars at Bay City, at $4 50
perton,in car lota of 12to15 tons, which is equivalent to 6 3 cents per b a r r e l .
Freight ratestoyour station on application.
Everything In the Line of Merchandise
Purchased for Patrons.

WOOL COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

